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Preface

In this edition of conference book, authors and editors have taken challenge to ad-

dress the most important aspects of modern Information Technologies. Those are

the innovation, quality management of project, performance measures and widely

perceived security.

The authors have been reflecting scientific and practical aspects of effective-

ness, profitability, financial results of investing in new cyber economy. Moreover,

those were presented in the face of increasing development of IT solutions we are

faced those days in every industry. Even so the importance of delivering the final

results is always valid but also the process of managing the quality and security of

those solutions.

This book is addressed to community of science and corporation – it contains

theoretical and practical information about application of various aspects con-

nected to IT investments.

Firstly presented in the book is Earned Value as project management method

based on regular comparison of the project's actual cost to the cost of work planned

and performed. Authors presented this methods based on the IT projects there

were involved in.

Quality in a project as stated in following papers is a matter of identifying and

assuring those elements that will make parts of the projects and the final result

correspond to their purpose. The area of quality management in IT project in-

cludes a set of actions that aim at delivering project products that comply with pre-

defined quality criteria. Quality in delivering the final scope of IT projects is ex-

tremely important since small part of the projects is delivering on time and budget.

Next topic refers to the dynamic growth of corporate IT architectures and in-

tegration layers. Developed over the last years have to comply with knowledge

about such systems in terms of quality and functional security. Looks like, we are

lacking generic methods for identifying and solving issues related to control IT

systems, in order to maintain the required level of functional security.

Presented Systems Dynamics is the method founded on an assumption that in

the context of its dynamics, any system should be analyzed as a consistent entirety.

This approach is entirely different from dissecting complex problems into subsets

of less complicated components and analyzing them separately, as practiced tradi-

tionally procedure in science. Most important this model can be used for training



project managers in forecasting the course of events in a project and predicting the

impact of these events on successful implementation.

Next paper describes “elements of the good practice”. To ensure adequate

quality of the created IT system, it is necessary to have a high quality of project

management in all activities, from the stage of formulating the work concept to the

moment of delivery of the ready solution. In the sense of this, quality assurance is

understood as a process in which the general results of the project will be evalu-

ated to verify whether the project meets relevant quality standards.

The following work is related to the most critical aspect of modern IT systems

– integration layer. The authors used following definition. “An integration platform

is a set of interrelated elements, the purpose of which is to create an environment

for IT systems co-operation in order to perform the functions and/or services re-

quested by these systems users.” Such definition assure the proper organization of

information processing within the integrated platform, maintaining the required

on-going functional reliability and assuring the on-going functional security hold

equal interest of users, designers and security personnel as well.

Functional security of an integration platform is another element of an organi-

zation overall security and depends on the correct operation of the integrated IT

systems in response to inputs. The integration platform functional security is

achieved through building in specialized security configurations into the integra-

tion platform. Conclusion of the paper is that overall risk can be reduced down to

an acceptable level through relevant technical and organizational measures.

Next paper refers to the subject of implementation of the integrated informa-

tion system allowing elimination redundancy of data and significantly reduces the

number of errors, being a result of multiple inputs of the same data by different

employees. Moreover, it allows implementing a separate configuration for pro-

cesses, based on complete system evaluation.

Assuming that software is a compound product is agreeable with most of us.

Nevertheless a user or a potential customer is often not aware about consequences

of certain solutions used in the software. Therefore, the models of software quality

are of great importance. They allow identifying real company needs. The software

implementation is a strategic decision influencing company development.

Finally two articles which focuses on the key area decisive to the success of IT

projects and simultaneously with a degree of alignment IT – business and IT cul-

ture. This area is about defining of needs. Study on success factors of IT projects

presented by the author were described the context of forecasted trends.

The book is also containing discussion about efficiency of IT spending is long

lasting discussion. One of the possible models of assessing IT efficiency has been

presented and practically used for Polish universal banks.
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This book can also act as a guidebook for IT Management and decision mak-

ers, could provide also concepts and ideas for assuring maximized value of IT not

only as a cost generator, but benefit provider. Some of the successful cases pre-

sented in this book, as well as academic approach of quantifying and underlying

basics of IT.

The editors and authors of this book point their discussion to the top level en-

terprise management, leading scientists, bankers, officials and investors. Pre-

sented work is the summary of conducted researches and donates innovative solu-

tions which concern variety of industry, banking, and public sector.

It is a privilege of Editors to thank all Authors involved in creating book for

their valuable contributions and insights. We would like to thank in particular our

Publisher Gdansk University Press. Special thanks and our appreciation go to re-

viewer Prof. dr Janusz Wielki (Technical University of Opole), who read the

manuscript and helped to improve the material presented, to Vice Dean of Mana-

gement Faculty at the University of Gdansk Prof. dr Wiesław Golnau, for the con-

tinuing support and valuable suggestions, and to dr Jacek Maślankowski (Depart-

ment of Economic Informatics, Faculty of Management, University of Gdansk)

who gave valuable contributions, encouragement and close support during the

writing and printing of the book.

Bernard F. Kubiak

Andrzej Sieradz
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Chapter 1

Adequacy evaluation of the simulation models
of system dynamics on the example of the Earned
Value model

Maciej Kiedrowicz, Jerzy Stanik

Introduction

The System Dynamics framework used in the present study is a method for con-

structing continuous simulation models, where the structure and the dynamics of

complex systems and their processes can be modelled. The method has been de-

signed for modelling complex systems with feedbacks, allowing for description of

cause and effect dependencies between system elements. In the 60’s, when work-

ing at Sloan School of Management Jay W. Forrester developed the basic princi-

ples of the method and presented them in many various publications. The method

is founded on an assumption that in the context of its dynamics, any system should

be analysed as a consistent entirety. This approach is entirely different from dis-

secting complex problems into subsets of less complicated components and ana-

lysing them separately, as practiced traditionally procedure in science. In System

Dynamics, the process of modelling complex systems is based on two main struc-

tures:

– casual loops capturing the feedbacks in the system,

– stock and flows – variables reflecting the system’s status at a selected point of

time.

With these structures even very complex, non-linear relations can be visual-

ized in models in a clear and comprehensible manner. What is also important

about this method, any model can be easily adapted for current needs, e.g. in order

to verify various hypotheses or new activity scenarios by adding new casual loops

or state variables to the structure. All these features of the system dynamics meth-

odology make it perfectly applicable to analysis of various classes of complex

problems in nearly every discipline. Considering the facility of system dynamics

models adaptation and modification, it is necessary to adopt suitable methods and

tools when validating the adequacy of both the models and the outcomes gener-

ated by simulations performed by means of these models.

Evaluating the adequacy of any system dynamics model involves a system-

atized process which consists of a number of tests enabling one to find out,



whether the model is valid, i.e. whether it describes real processes at a pre-set ac-

curacy level. In order to test the model, a set of criteria for distinguishing between

an adequate model and an inadequate one needs to be pre-defined. In the follow-

ing chapters of this publication, an adequacy testing method is proposed for vali-

dation of an Earned Value based simulation model, which visualizes – among

other aspects – the continuous nature of an IT project implementation monitoring

and control.

1. The essence of evaluating the adequacy of a system
dynamics simulation model

Any simulation model reflects a certain knowledge of real-life phenomena and

processes. In order to validate the model and its ability to simulate the analysed re-

ality, a formalised validation of the model’s adequacy is required. The methods

used to validate the adequacy of system dynamics models have been debated over

for nearly as long as the method proper exists. When analysing the issue of system

dynamics simulation model adequacy validation, one finds out that – in most ge-

neral terms – it consists in developing tests for checking the model’s structural and

behavioural correctness, as well as its response to changes in decision-making

rules.

Many authors are addressing the importance of building confidence in simula-

tion models by performing a wide variety of tests covering such aspects as:

– model structure – tests designed to verify: model structure, model parameters,

extreme conditions, model boundaries, dimensional consistency;

– model behaviour – tests designed to verify: correctness of the real system’s be-

haviour reproduction (including anomalies), sensitivity to changes of parame-

ters, statistical comparison of the model outputs to the values observed in the

real system (object);

– stability of response to the decision-making policy changes – tests designed to

verify sensitivity of the decision-making policy to changes in parameters.

At the same time, these authors understate the problem of statistical fitting the

model outputs to the historical data recorded as a result of the real system (object)

observation. They are stressing that any set of outputs can always be fitted to the

required accuracy level, therefore models should be adequacy-validated mainly

against criteria other than statistical fitting. The authors of the present chapter are

of the opinion that an approach like this cannot be accepted altogether, for the fol-

lowing reasons:

– most users expect a formal method for validating the correctness of simulation

models provided to them;
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– although statistical diagnosing of the system dynamics model goodness-of-fit

to data observed in real systems (objects) is not a sufficient criterion for find-

ing the model to be correct, its role in the process of building confidence in the

model is invaluable, as it allows for the partial formalization of the model ade-

quacy validation;

– a well-constructed system dynamics model has to reflect historical (past) be-

haviour of the system (object) correctly based on historical data and to allow

for a similarly correct prediction of its future behaviour based on the pre-set

parameters.

2. The problem of statistical evaluation of the system
dynamics model adequacy

The present work is an attempt to analyse the adequacy of a system dynamics mo-

del by means of statistical methods used for evaluation of model’s behavioural va-

lidity. The authors have reduced the problem to development of decision-making

rules which – based on the results of experiments performed with the use of a cer-

tain model – will provide a basis for identifying the degree of its “correctness”

through fitting the model-generated values to the historical data from the system.

To identify the model fit error in system dynamics simulation, Theil’s inequal-

ity statistics are often used. This approach deserves special attention among the

entire collection of tests designed for this purpose, since it enables identification

not only of the total magnitude of error, but also of its cause. The construction of

these statistics is based on the causes of simulation models lack-of-fit to the real

objects characteristics, observed in the practice of these models construction,

where one of these causes is weakness of the model (systematic error), the other

one being the randomness of historical data (random error).

The base subject to decomposition is the value of mean squared error (MSE)

given by the following equation:

s 2

1

2
1

= -
=n

S A
t

n

t tS( ) , (1)

where: n – the number of observations, St – value generated in simulation at mo-

ment t, At – value from the real object observation at moment t. The value given by

formula (1) can be decomposed into three components:

s 2 2 2 2 1= - + - + -( ) ( ) ( )S A S A r S AS A S A , (2)

where: S , A – mean (arithmetic) values; S S , AA – standard deviations,

r – coefficient of correlation between values from simulation and real values. The
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element defined as ( )S A- 2 represents deviation between the simulated and real

series of data. The divergence between the variance of these series is measured by

( )S AS A- 2 . The degree of value divergence point by point (covariance) is repre-

sented by component. Having divided both sides of dependence (2) by (1) the fol-

lowing is obtained:

1= + +U U UM S C , (3)

where: UM – measures the share of systematic error in the value of mean squared

error, US – measures the share of error caused by variance inequality in the value of

mean squared error, UC – measures the share of error caused by covariance in-

equality in the value of mean squared error. These statistics are given as follows:

U
S A

M =
-( ) 2

2s
, (4)

U
S A

S S A
=

-( ) 2

2s
, (5)

U
r S A

C S A
=

-2 1
2

( )

s
, (6)

and their interpretations are presented in table 1.

Table 1. Interpretation of Theil’s statistics

It. Sequence UM US UC Description Interpretation

1. 1 0 0 S A kt t= +
(S equals A following
shift by constant k)

Systematic error

2. 0 1 0 S S k A At t- = -( ) Systematic error (S and
A are showing different
trends)

3. 0 1 0 S S k A At t- = -( ) Systematic error (S and
A have the same phase,
but differ in amplitude)

4. 0 1 0 S S k A At t- = -( ) Non-systematic error
(unless the model has
been designed to
analyses A cycles)

5. 0 0 1 S S k A At t- = -( ) Probably
non-systematic error (S
and A have the same
means and variances,
but different phases)
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It. Sequence UM US UC Description Interpretation

6. 0 a a -1 A f t e tt = +( ) ( ),

where e t( ) = 0,

(S equals A, except
differences resulting
from various error
values)

Non-systematic error,
unless the model has
been designed to
analyse periodicity of A
(S and A have the same
means and trends, but
differ “point by point”)

Source: [Sterman, 1984].

The simulation model will be validated based on quantities (4), (5) and (6) by

means of a decision-making function defined as follows:

d U U U
h U U U

h U

M S C

M S C

M
( , , )

, , . , . . ,

,
=

Î Ù Î Ù Î0

1

0 0 1 0 0 2 0 8 1if

if Ï Ú Ï Ú Ï

ì
í
ï

îï 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 8 1, . , . . ,U US C
(7)

where:

h0 – there is no ground for rejecting a hypothesis of the simulation model adequacy

to real processes;

h1 – the outcomes contradict the hypothesis of the simulation model adequacy to

real processes.

3. Statistical evaluation of the simulation model adequacy on
the Earned Value model example

The authors focussed on adequacy evaluation of a model constructed with the use

of the System Dynamics method, based on the Earned Value concept. The model

has been built based on the outcomes obtained by R.J. Madachy and presented in

[Madachy, 2008]. The authors calibrated the model, using data collected in vari-

ous IT projects they participated in. The model adequacy was tested in terms of

how ACWP and BCWP variable values generated by the model fit data from

a real-life IT project. With this end in view, the tools proposed in the present chap-

ter – i.e. Theil’s statistics (4), (5) and (6) – have been used, as well as the decision

making function (7).

Earned Value is a project management method based on regular comparison

of the project’s actual cost to the cost of work planned and performed. The tech-

nique was termed “Earned Value” to reflect the idea that some planned cost, i.e.

“value” is assigned to each and any project deliverable. When the project is com-

plete, its “value” has been “earned” under the project. At he same time, an ap-

proach like this, based on continual monitoring of a project at every stage of its im-

plementation, identifies any delays in schedule performance and cost overruns,

1. Adequacy evaluation of the simulation models... 13



thereby giving an opportunity to take adequate actions aimed at minimizing the

risk of project failure. Moreover, the process of project tracking follows also the

actual value of work, products and services accomplished as of the moment when

the review is taking place. Thereby, three characteristics can be compared: the

planned cost (BCWP – Budgeted Cost of Work Scheduled), the Actual Cost of

Work Performed (ACWP), the earned value (BCWP – Budgeted Cost of Work

Performed) and project performance variance, such as Schedule Performance In-

dex (SPI) and Cost Performance Index (CPI).

Figure 1 presents the simulation model built according to the Earned Value

rules with the use of Vensim® simulation environment. The model was used to

perform a simulation experiment, the results of which provided inputs to the pro-

cess of model adequacy evaluation.

Figure 1. Earned Value simulation model

Source: Own elaboration.

The graph below (figure 2) compares the outcomes of simulation to data col-

lected during implementation of the real-life IT. These were used as inputs to

Theil’s statistics, the values of which are presented in table 2.
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Table 2. Calculated values of the Theil’s statistics

Variable UM US UC

ACWP 0.03 0.13 0.84

BCWP 0.00 0.10 0.90

Source: Own elaboration.

The high value of UC and relatively low values of UM and US give evidence to

a non-systematic error, which might be caused by significant fluctuation of para-

meters determining the actual performance of the project team. Based on the

above outcomes and the decision-making function (7), a conclusion can be drawn

that there is no ground for rejecting the hypothesis of the simulation model ade-

quacy to the real processes.

Figure 2. Comparison of the results generated by the simulation to the real project data

Source: Own elaboration.

Conclusion

The present chapter presents the Earned Value model constructed using the Sy-

stem Dynamics based simulation tools. The model has been calibrated and vali-

dated by a decision-making function proposed by the authors and based on Theil’s

inequality statistics. The outcomes show that the model and the resultant simula-

tions can be an excellent tool for tracking implementation of IT projects. More-

over, the model can be used for training project managers in forecasting the course

of events in a project and predicting the impact of these events on successful im-

plementation of the project through what-if scenario analysis based on changes of

such key characteristics as e.g. the project team size, the team performance profile,

the recruitment profile, etc.

1. Adequacy evaluation of the simulation models... 15
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Chapter 2

Quality management in information technology
project “elements of good practice”

Jerzy Stanik, Robert Waszkowski

Introduction

Quality in a project is a matter of identifying and assuring those elements that will

make the parts of the project and the final result correspond to their purpose i.e.

the satisfaction of the specified needs of end users of a system and compliance

with the customer’s quality expectations.

To ensure adequate quality of the created IT system, it is necessary to have

a high quality of project management in all activities (from the stage of formulat-

ing the work concept to the moment of delivery of the ready solution).

It is assumed that a process properly implemented by the Project Manager at

the very beginning and which aims to assure quality, translates into all the later ac-

tivities of the project team throughout the entire period of project work. Quality

assurance is understood as a process in which the general results of the project will

be evaluated to verify whether the project meets relevant quality standards.

1. Approach to project management

The area of quality management in an IT project includes a set of actions that aim

at delivering project products that comply with predefined quality criteria. The re-

sults of the project must comply with the quality expectations of the client. The

first goal of quality management in a project environment is to guarantee that the

quality expected by the system’s client (defined in the quality expectations of the

client) will be delivered during project execution and will go beyond the delivery

of the final result. Quality assurance is served by a comprehensive set of struc-

tures, procedures and processes that facilitate quality management. The purpose

of activities related to quality control is to verify whether the delivered products

meet the adopted quality criteria.

There are three areas of the quality management system that need to be taken

into account in the adopted approach:

1) project management: quality assurance in the area of project management

through the application of a standard (e.g. the PRINCE 2 methodology) of



project execution (from the beginning stage through the execution stage to the

completion stage) as well as control tools for the individual areas of the pro-

ject. Project management activities have been defined in the area of project

management which are subject to standardization as well as standards, proce-

dures, methods, tools and expected values;

2) process management: quality assurance of the production process related to

the method of supplying specialized products through the application of

a standard of production (e.g. RUP methodology) of software and control tools

for individual program modules. This means the adoption of a certain model of

actions aiming to deliver the relevant user software – system application;

3) project products: conducting control activities to verify whether the produced

products comply with the expectations. Verification activities apply to both fi-

nal products as well as intermediate products (e.g. specification of require-

ments, system architecture, etc.).

It is not possible to handle these three areas separately by, for example, at-

tempting to obtain a high quality of the product with negligent management. It is

important not to confuse the concept of grade (product class) with quality which

are often treated as equivalent. Low quality will always be an issue whereas grade

does not have to be a problem. For example, software may have a high quality (no

errors, good operation manual) and a low grade (limited number of options) or

have a low quality (program errors, illegible manual, complicated operation) and

a high grade (large number of various functions). Ensuring a differentiation be-

tween product class and quality is very important and is the duty of both the

project manager and the team.

Despite some common traits of quality management and IT project quality

management, there exists one basic difference: projects are temporary ventures

and, for this reason, it is not always possible to ensure high quality in the execution

of the project itself if high quality is not assured by the organization in each aspect

of its activity. The first stage of performing a quality management strategy in an IT

project consists of quality planning i.e. defining which quality standards are rele-

vant to the project and how they can be achieved. Quality planning should take

into account such factors as:

– company policy – if there is no general quality policy in the company, own

rules should be created that can be used in the specific project;

– specification of project objectives – enables the precise definition of what

needs to be achieved and, therefore, the definition of the type of requirements

that the project’s product needs to satisfy;

– standards and norms – their analysis will make it possible to establish to what

degree they may affect the project;
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– impact of other processes – the analysis of such an impact makes it possible to

estimate the degree to which the project’s quality may depend on the quality of

other elements e.g. supplied resources, materials or team member compe-

tences.

The above factors should be combined when conducting different types of

analyses. The following methods may be applied in this case:

1) profit and cost analysis – it is generally known that increasing the quality level

entails higher costs. The purpose of such an analysis is to establish the ratio of

costs incurred to the quality obtained that will be most satisfactory;

2) benchmarking – consists of a comparison of conducting the current project

with other similar projects to illustrate the differences in achieved results and

thereby prepare actions that will improve the project process;

3) flowcharting – an analysis consisting of the definition of the mutual impact of

the individual elements of the project and the possible result of such impact.

The methods used in this case are as follows:

– traditional methods: checklists, point charts, time charts, control charts,

cause and effect diagrams, block diagram, Ishikawa diagram, Pareto dia-

gram, Pareto-Lorenzo diagram, histogram, control spreadsheets, correla-

tion graphs, Shewhart control chart;

– modern methods: relation diagram, affinity diagram, matrix diagram, ma-

trix data analysis, decision process program graph, arrow diagram;

4) process flowcharts illustrating the dependencies between the individual

system elements;

5) experimental analyses – most often used for technical projects; consist of an

experimental verification of specific parameter combinations and enable the

selection of the most optimal solution.

The performance of the above analyses enables the creation of a compre-hen-

sive quality management plan that will describe the actions necessary to ensure

adequate project quality as well as enable the control of such actions.

2. Selected elements of the quality assurance plan

2.1. Quality objectives

Quality is included in plans and not achieved as a result of later inspections. The

purpose of quality planning consists of the following:

– definition of the quality required of project products,

– planning of the method of approaching quality – preparation of a Project Qual-

ity Plan.
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The final products of the Project that need to be delivered to the customer

must be characterized by high quality and must comply with the requirements, the

project specification, the standards adopted in the project, and, furthermore, must

be reliable, error free, safe, useful, intuitive in use, effective, etc.

The expected high quality of products is achieved following the satisfaction of

the following conditions:

– definition of a quality policy for the project,

– implementation of a quality system in the project which encompasses the or-

ganizational structure, procedures and processes to implement quality mana-

gement,

– implementation of quality supervision which creates and maintains the qual-

ity system and monitors its use for the purpose of ensuring that the adopted

quality system functions and is effective in reaching a final result that meets

the quality requirements of the client and other requirements contained in the

specification of requirements,

– implementation of a quality planning process that defines the goals and re-

quirements related to quality and recommends actions promoting the use of

the quality system,

– implementation of a quality control process which is a method of ensuring that

the project products meet their respective quality criteria,

– inclusion of the project management methodology and the methodology of

project product generation,

– deliberate management and updating of the client’s requirements so as to en-

sure that the client is satisfied and the project is performed according to sched-

ule,

– performance of project reviews.

The preparation of a Project Quality Plan consists of the following, among

others:

– identification of the quality system that is to be adopted by the project and the

way that Project Supervision will be organized,

– agreement of the client’s quality expectations,

– definition of the project acceptance criteria,

– agreement of the approach to be used in the project for:
l change management,
l configuration management,
l risk management.
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2.2. Quality metrics

At the management level, quality metrics serve the Project Manager to follow the

work progress and, if any anomalies are identified, to effectively react with ex-

traordinary actions.

The principal elements in this scope consist of:

– earned value management (EVM) – method of measuring project perfor-

mance; compares the planned work outlay and the actually earned value and

associated expenses thereby enabling the conclusion of whether the time effi-

ciency and the cost efficiency comply with the plan,

– control of the performance of the adopted time schedule of work,

– project cost management,

– project resources management,

– project scope management.

The basic quality criteria of documentation products consist of the following:

– structural correctness (division into sections, transparency),

– compliance with standards (linguistic and formal correctness, semantic and

topographic coherence),

– completeness (in the context of the agreed subject matter scope to be substan-

tially prepared),

– cohesion and incontestability (maintenance of a logical continuation of entries

at the local level i.e. in one document as well as on the global level i.e. in differ-

ent documents that take into account the same merits).

In the case of specialized products, it is worth considering the preparation of

a Software Metrics Program (figure 1). Such a program would ensure a complete

and credible control and quality improvement mechanism in all areas of the pro-

duction process, including functionalities, uses, reliability, efficiency, availability

and safety.
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Figure 1. Preparation of a Software Metrics Program

Source: Own elaboration, based on Software Metrics Best Practices For Successful IT Management.

Within the scope of work on the produced software, it is necessary to select the

metrics that are relevant to the individual specialized products.

2.3. Plan of reviews and quality audits

A quality review is a process the supports project managers in the identification of

problems related to the project and enabling the preparation of recommendations

related to the method of solving the problem. A quality review aims at:

– evaluating the compliance of the product with the agreed criteria,

– providing a basis for product improvement,

– introducing all parties interested in the product to the quality control,

– delivering a mechanism for monitoring and managerial control.

The following products will be subject to a quality review:

– Requirement Specification Document,

– System Architecture,

– System Project.

A quality audit is a process used to confirm whether the quality control proce-

dures in the project are running correctly. A quality audit defines the methods of

improving the procedures within a project; it also specifies the capacity to main-

tain the project at the assumed quality level. Each project should include the per-

formance of the following quality audits:

– audit of functionalities,

– IT audit,

– telematics safety audit.
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The verification of the system and its components is conducted as follows:

1) the verification of system requirements is performed at the requirements

stage. Once the verification is complete, the Requirement Specification Docu-

ment presenting the fixed part of system requirements is accepted;

2) the verification of the designed system is conducted at the end of the system

design stage and after the approval of the system model;

3) the verification of system modules is conducted during the implementation

and testing stages; each module is verified and tested separately by a program-

mer responsible for that module. Next, a verification of the cooperation cor-

rectness between individual modules is conducted and finally, the correctness

of application operation is verified at the level of the entire system;

4) if any errors are identified at the respective project implementation stages,

they should be corrected by relevant persons as soon as possible.

The application testing process (system software modules) describes all the

actions and resources that participate in the testing. The testing process consists

of:

– tasks (activities),

– products (task inputs and outputs),

– roles of persons,

– metrics related to testing and their interrelations.

The following need to be prepared when beginning the testing process:

– test project,

– test plan,

– test procedures,

– list of tested products,

– scenarios of integration tests,

– test cases,

– list of test agents,

– test types,

– testing methods,

– testing repository.

2.4. Tools, techniques and methodologies

To perform the tasks and to achieve the goals of project quality and the goals stem-

ming from the performance of the project quality policy, it is necessary to have

a set of means that makes it possible to shape project product quality at all stages of

its lifecycle. A specification of quality creation instruments (tools, techniques,

methodologies and rules) that will be used during the performance of activities re-

lated to project quality assurance have been presented in table 1.
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Table 1. List of tools, techniques and methodologies that will be used during the
performance of quality assurance activities

Name of group
Characteristics and method of influencing the

quality of project products
Examples

Quality management
rules

Long-term impact,

Define the relation of the Project and its
employees to generally understood quality
problems,

Specify in a simple concise form the main
goals and rules of Project Quality Policy
conducted by the Project’s Steering
Committee,

Support the implementation of the Project
Quality Policy and the Project Quality
Management System,

Do not directly deliver tools and action
methods,

Define the development strategy and the
maintenance of the IT system,

Go beyond the framework of this project,

Do not provide operational guidelines,

Usage results are difficult to assess on
a current basis.

l Deming principle,

l Principle of “contin-
uous improvement
of processes” – Ka-
zein,

l “Zero defect” rule,

l “Mistake proofing”
rule – Poka-Yoke,

l Teamwork principle

Quality management
methodologies

Medium-term impact,

Based mainly on generally accepted standards
of IT project management,

Based mainly on generally accepted standards
of software production.

Management
methodologies:

l PRINCE 2, PMI
Book, MSP

l Production method-
ologies: RUP, CDM

Quality management
methods

Medium-term impact,

Characterized by a planned, repetitive and
scientifically based method of conduct during
tasks related to quality assurance,

Facilitate the shaping of project quality and IT
system preparation quality,

Based mainly on generally accepted
proceeding algorithms.

l Quality function de-
velopment method–
QFD,

l Failure mode and
effects analysis –
FMEA,

l Experimental meth-
ods in design –
Shainin’s method,

l Control methods,

l Quality capacity
analysis methods,

l Comparative evalu-
ation,

l Quality cost,

l Analysis of profits
and costs,

l Teamwork method.
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Name of group
Characteristics and method of influencing the

quality of project products
Examples

Tools and techniques
of quality
management

Short-term impact (operational),

Results of use visible “almost” immediately but
effective use requires combination with
methods and/or methodologies,

Serve the collection and processing of data
related to quality assurance,

Are supervision (monitoring) instruments and
tools for diagnosing design processes,
implementation, testing and control, as well as
any other actions existing in the IT system use
cycle,

Their significance stems from the fact that
without reliable and full information it would
be difficult to take effective actions in the
scope of a systematic improvement of quality

Traditional tools and
techniques:

l Inspections,

l Quality audits,

l Block diagram,

l Ishikawa diagram,

l Pareto diagram,

l Pareto-Lorenzo dia-
gram,

l Histogram,

l Control spread-
sheets,

l Correlation graphs,

l Shewhart’s control
charts.

l Modern tools and
techniques:

l Relation diagram,

l Affinity diagram,

l Matrix diagram,

l Matrix data analy-
sis,

l Decision process
program graph,

l Arrow diagram.

Source: Own elaboration.

2.5. Configuration management

Configuration management plays a key role in the control of project quality. Con-

figuration management contributes to the economic generation of products with

the expected quality by:

– making change and product update management cheaper and less exposed to

errors,

– helping identify the products that may be affected by the effects of problems

related to other related products,

– checking which product versions the user is using or is related to; are the use

products approved, have the products been influenced by changes and which

other related products may be the cause of problems.

Configuration management in a project will include five basic functions:

– planning: deciding which configuration management level will be required in

the project and planning the way by which that level will be achieved,
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– identification: specification and identification of all the components of the fi-

nal product,

– steering: ability to agree and set reference objects of products and then making

changes solely upon the acceptance of relevant and formally defined organs,

– status definition: recording and reporting of all current and historical data re-

lated to each product,

– verification: series of reviews and configuration audits to ensure that the actual

status of all products is created according to the approved product status regis-

tered in the configuration management entries.

To ensure high quality in the project environment a separate document enti-

tled “Configuration Management Plan” should be prepared for the project. The

document defines the following:

– how and where the products will be stored,

– what will be the security for their input and access to them,

– how will the products and their successive versions be identified,

– who is responsible for configuration management.

2.6. Supervision over suppliers and subcontractors

The list of duties related to supervision over suppliers and subcontractors in light

of project quality assurance has been presented below:

– close communication between the supplier and the client or contracting entity

is maintained throughout the entire lifecycle of the project,

– project risks are controlled,

– relevant persons participate in the creation of product descriptions in the

scope of their quality criteria,

– involvement of relevant persons to control the quality at the right moments of

project product production has been planned,

– the personnel is properly trained in the scope of quality control procedures,

– the relevant persons participate in quality control,

– review/quality control procedures are properly performed,

– follow-up activities resulting from quality control are correctly performed,

– the applied standards are relevant and possible to apply,

– quality assurance standards are complied with.

2.7. Quality register

In order to ensure a high quality of the project a quality register should be main-

tained for the project. The purpose of the register is to:

– assign a unique reference number to each quality control,
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– serve as a cross-reference to quality control documentation for the product,

– serve as a specification of the quantity and type of conducted quality controls,

– the quality register lists all quality controls that are planned or that have been

conducted and provides information to the final report of the project and to the

report on experiments.

Each entry to the quality register should contain:

– a reference number,

– an identifier and product name,

– the method of quality control,

– the responsible personnel, roles, names,

– planned review date,

– actual review date,

– review result,

– quantity of actions,

– planned date of approval,

– actual date of approval.

The first entries to the register are made when the quality control or test is in-

troduced to the Project Stage Plan. Other information is taken from the actual per-

formance of a control. The date of approval means the day on which all remedy ac-

tions have been approved with a signature.

The initial clean quality register is created during the subprocess of quality

planning. The role and responsibility needs to be defined to maintain the register.

A procedure guaranteeing the entry of each quality control to the register is also

necessary.

2.8. Risk management

The undertaking of risk for this project is inevitable. Risk management is meant to

control the degree of project exposure by undertaking actions that maintain the

risk at an acceptable level. Specific rules of treating risk should be defined as well

as the levels of risk tolerance. The defined assumptions related to the risk level

should be verified throughout the entire lifecycle of the project, at least during

each final evaluation of a stage. Risk management requires the following:

– access to credible and current information on threats (risk register),

– decision-making processes supported by a risk analysis and assessment

method included in the framework (risk management cycle),

– implemented threat monitoring procedures, proper balance of control ele-

ments used to manage risk.

Risk management is one of the most important parts of work performed by the

Steering Committee and the Project Manager. The Project Manager is obliged to
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ensure that the threats are identified, registered and regularly reviewed. The

Steering Committee has the following duties:

– notification of the Project Manager of each external threat to the project,

– adopting decisions related to reactions to threats recommended by the Project

Manager,

– finding a balance between the risk level and the potential benefits that affect

the ability of the project to perform the project objectives.

A risk register should be maintained for the project in order to ensure its high

quality.

Conclusion

Quality issues of IT systems that have hitherto not been paid particular attention

have become the object of large-scale studies. The quality of produced IT systems

has depended on the experiences and skills of the production team. When the cost

of computer hardware is decreasing and the costs of producing IT systems rise

(system care costs are particularly high), the matter of quality has gained an ade-

quate importance. New methods of producing IT systems emphasize the creation

of high quality.

The creation of an IT system with attention to compliance with quality criteria

is adopting a user-directed approach, contrary to the often found practice of de-

signing oriented towards the use of the possibilities offered by tools (tool-driven

design) or the cutting of production time by preparing generic tasks (task-driven

design) and their further adaptation to specific requirements. The most important

direction in software engineering development is the acceptance of the dominant

role of the user. An IT system is a product that has to be useful i.e. improve and

simplify the user’s work while remaining convenient to use, easy and safe to oper-

ate. It is not enough for the system to be developed according to accepted rules and

to be technically elegant. The most important criterion of product usefulness is the

user’s opinion.

Quality requirements are met by shifting focus from detail design and coding

to the management level and the stages of planning, analysis and implementation.

Quality assurance of the IT system is provided through recommended standards

of project management and the preparation of requirement specifications, stan-

dards for modeling, design and through the preparation of a quality assurance plan

for the IT system and a system testing plan.
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Chapter 3

The concept of maintaining functional security
of an integration platform

Jerzy Stanik, Tomasz Protasowicki

Introduction

The rapid growth of corporate architectures and integration platforms (IP) ob-

served over the last years keeps ahead of knowledge about such systems quality

and functional security. Besides, we are lacking generic methods for identifying

and solving tasks related to control of these systems current functional properties,

in order to maintain the required level of functional security. Difficulties with of-

fering a formula for functional security management and rules for the current se-

curity level management result mainly from the special features of integration

platforms being corporations’ basic fit-out today.

Out of many definitions encountered in the information platforms theory, the

following one quoted after [Górski, 2012] meets the requirements of this chapter

best: “An integration platform is a set of interrelated elements, the purpose of

which is to create an environment for IT systems co-operation in order to perform

the functions and/or services requested by these systems users.”

Such aspects as proper organization of information processing within the IP,

maintaining the required on-going functional reliability and assuring the on-going

functional security hold equal interest of IP users, designers and security person-

nel as well.

1. Description of an integration platform for the purpose
of properties and functional security management

Figure 1 presents a graphic illustration of an IP from the perspective of controlling

its current functional properties and maintaining the on-going functional security.



Figure 1. Illustration from the perspective of controlling its functional properties and
functional security

Source: Own elaboration.

The illustration shows three important elements:

– an integration platform as a controllable object,

– a subsystem for controlling functional properties,

– a subsystem performing security functions.

To control functional properties, an appropriately prepared software applica-

tion is required in the IP information processing subsystem, i.e. special procedures

enabling generation of the right functional configurations. Moreover, to control

IP’s functional properties, relevant procedures for automated operability control

are needed in the information subsystem.

To control functional security, an appropriately prepared software application

is required in the IP, i.e. special procedures enabling generation of the right secu-

rity configurations and relevant procedures for automated loss of functional secu-

rity.
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2. An integration platform as a controllable object

2.1. The integration platform model

A structured four has been assumed as an integration platform model for the pur-

pose of functional properties management and functional security assurance:

KF KB DS FR, , , (1)

where:

KF – a family of acceptable functional configurations and

KF KS v Av= ={ , , }1

where:

v represents the number of emergency situations identified,

KB – a family of acceptable security configurations, where

KB KS u Uu= ={ , , }1

where:

u represents the number of functional security losses identified,

DS – a set of permissible control decisions, hereinafter referred to as directives,

which can be used by the corporation’s functional security team members for de-

termining the current properties of functional configurations and functional secu-

rity,

FR – general reconfiguration function.

In order to be able to continue effectively the safe process of information assets

processing, an optimal or suboptimal security configuration should be generated

after any loss of security.

2.2. The information processing subsystem

It is a special feature of the information processing subsystem that all physical ac-

tions are related to operations on information sourced from the integrated IT sys-

tems of the integration platform.

It is assumed that set Z PI of tasks performed by the platform comprises:

1) control of message flow routing between the integrated IT systems,

2) storing and queuing messages in case of temporary inaccessibility of the target

IT system,
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tasks of collecting, storing and providing access to information as needed by the

user, in an automated manner, by means of IT equipment, information processing

tasks, as per the IP logic and technological rules.

From the perspective of the IP information processing process, the agent is

represented by workstations set SP – end user workstations, while the object is

represented by a set of such elements e Ej

PIÎ , on which the purpose of the infor-

mation processing subsystem is determined. Elements of set E PI are portions of

information received by the information processing subsystem (figure 1). These

portions characterize the demand for applications or services requested by the in-

tegration platform users. They are formed automatically, according to pre-defined

standards, by the IT systems communication software and are subject to further

processing. Each portion of information constituting an information asset is as-

signed number p P PIÎ and described by setC p

PI of features names.

3. The Functional properties management subsystem

3.1. The agent

From the perspective of information assets processing, the agent is represented by

set of workstations SP – end user workstations, while the object is represented by

set of such elements e Ej

PIÎ , on which the purpose of the information processing

subsystem is determined.

Elements of set E PI are portions of information received by the information

processing subsystem (figure 1). These portions characterize the demand for ap-

plications or services requested by the integration platform users. They are

formed automatically, according to pre-defined standards, by the IT systems com-

munication software and are subject to further processing. Each portion of infor-

mation constituting an information asset is assigned number p P PIÎ and de-

scribed by setC p

PI of features names.

If we number all differing sets of features describing individual information

assets with variable b B=1, (which we shall name an information asset type), then

two assets are of the same type (e.g. “b”), when described by identical sets of fea-

tures. Sets W p

PI of features numbers, describing the asset and corresponding sets of

features C p

PI , cannot be empty for each p P PIÎ , where P PI is a set of numbers of

distinguished information assets. We are assuming that for each feature w ÎW PI

there is a specific set A PI

w of possible realizations of feature a w .

It is assumed that the purpose of the information assets subsystem is to obtain

information assets showing the desired functional properties. These information
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assets constitute inputs provided as a service. Services are provided to platform

users – integrated IT systems.

Elements of the information processing subsystem within the integration plat-

form are activated portions of information numbered p P tÎ ( ), called also informa-

tion assets. Relations between activated information assets make up various

functional configurations.

The purpose of the information processing subsystem is to bring information

assets to desired states a p

*

. within time interval D
*

T p . Certainly, initial state a p

0 at

time point t t0 < differs from the desired one. In order to achieve the desired state,

the IP needs to provide the possibility of performing information processing, to

bring information from state a p

0 to state a p

*

.

Let us assume that at the stage of IP designing, a standard process of informa-

tion processing was defined, which covers all possible types of information assets

belonging to set P . From the perspective of individual asset types, this process can

be divided into types and their relevant objectives.

Individual process types are numbered by variable b B=1, . Each process type

determined by pair a tb , is characterized by an initial and a final state.

When analyzing the processes of the actual information assets processing

against the standard process types, for each information asset type a set of inter-

mediate processes can be identified together with their related intermediate objec-

tives and standard functional configurations. The intermediate processes should

be performed in a pre-defined sequence, in order to achieve:

1) a state, which is desired from the informational and/or functional point of

view,

2) a pre-defined level of functional security of the information asset.

Assuming that for each information asset of type b BÎ an initial and a final

number of stage of a b-type process is specified and assuming that achievement of

an intermediate objective with a higher number is determined by achievement of

an objective with a lower number, then for each information asset type a sequence

of numbers of b-type process stages can be determined, as well as a corresponding

sequence of standard functional configurations, realization of which ensures

achievement of the intended goal in both the functional and the security aspect.

From the perspective of security management, the sequence (e.g. for a b-type in-

formation asset) can be represented as follows:

K Kb

b={ , , , , }1 2 3 4 K . (2)
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3.2. The functional configuration

Let us introduce the following notation of a functional configuration:

KF Z O ZTkl

kl k l= , , (3)

where:

Z kl – a set of information processing tasks that can be handled by the klth functional

configuration,

O k – a set of functional assets engaged in performing tasks from set Z kl ,

ZT l – a set of technical assets in good working order, used for “calling up” the klth

functional configurations.

The fact of knowing functional configuration KFkl offers an opportunity to as-

sign to each set Z kl , with set ZT l determined, a corresponding setO k . Functional

configuration KSkl is workable if and only if set Z kl with determined elements of

set ZT l , can be assigned such a set of functional assetsO k , which will ensure per-

formance of tasks set Z kl .

4. The security control subsystem

4.1. Agent

It is assumed that the purpose of the security control subsystem operation is to

maintain the current security level required for the Integration Platform. This pur-

pose can be achieved through on-going control of the functional security configu-

rations.

The security control subsystem comprises the following elements:

1) a decision-making agent – an element of automated generation of control deci-

sions or the Organization’s Security Forum,

2) a set of control decisions (directives) activated by the decision-making ele-

ment.

Moreover, the security control subsystem includes the following additional

elements:

1) a team appointed to design various types of security configurations, whose

task is to prepare a set of assets-related proposals for security configurations,

based on the specification of the integration platform security requirements

and the corporation’s approved security policy,

2) a team appointed to review the effectiveness of controls activated in the inte-

gration platform’s information processing subsystem,
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3) a team dedicated to operate security controls, whose task is to reinstate con-

trols operability in cases where vulnerabilities and/or weak points have been

found in the course of operation,

4) a team dedicated to record and control any potential physical, technical, soft-

ware, procedural and organizational controls.

4.2. The functional security configuration

The term of functional security configuration represents an adequately designed

and implemented set of controls with pre-defined security functions. Each secu-

rity function is performed in a precise manner, under pre-defined conditions of a

real threat and vulnerability and at a specified time in the integration platform en-

vironments. The precision of this operation determines the information assets se-

curity and in consequence – security of the integration platform.

A set of the integration platform potential security configurations can be de-

fined as follows:

{ , , ; }KB zi AB MB p Pp p p p= Î (4)

where:

zi ZIp Î – the p-th information asset, for which the functional security configura-

tion has been generated;

AB p

ABÎ 2 – a set of security attributes assigned to the p-th information asset;

MB p

MBÎ 2 – a set of security controls creating the p-th functional security config-

uration;

Knowing:

set ZI t( ) of information assets being currently processed in the integration

platform’s information processing subsystem,

sets MB tp ( ) of security controls currently available for each information asset

being currently processed,

current values ab t WABp

h

p

a( ) Î , h H p PÎ Î, of security attributes for each in-

formation asset,

where:

H – a set of numbers of the security attributes names,

WAB p

h – a set of permissible values of the h-th attribute of the p-th information as-

set,

we are able to identify the current level of the integration platform’s functional se-

curity and to control it thereafter.
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Let us introduce the following designations:

D – a set of permissible control decisions, hereinafter referred to as directives,

which can be used by the Security Forum members to determine current proper-

ties of security controls,

Vd – a set of pairs corresponding to these controls:

k l K L, Î ´ (5)

where:

K – a set of security configurations numbers,

L – a set of numbers of the security configurations distinguished;

c t( ) – a vector the security configurations distinguished state, the co-ordinates of

which determine the states of security configurations for individual information

assets at moment t.

The concept of state c t k Kk ( ), Î of the k-th security configuration represents

a vector of characteristics describing its current security properties:

( )c t c t C k K l Lk l

k

l

k( ) ( ) : ,= Î Î Î (6)

where:

c tj

k ( ) – co-ordinates of the vector of the k-th security configuration state, represent-

ing individual characteristics of security.

C j

k – a set of permissible realizations of the security configuration’s l-th character-

istic,

L – a set of numbers of configurations’ distinguished characteristics.

The impact of decisions made by various functions in the company on the cur-

rent state of security configuration at moment t, can be presented as follows:

Ù = Î
Î ´k l K L

l

k

l

kc t c d t d D
,

( ) [ ( )], (7)

As a result, a set of security configurations, the current state of which (and

consequently – the current properties of IP’s security) can be determined by the

Security Forum members, can be defined as follows:

KB kb KB k l V k Kk
l L

D= Î Ú Î Î
Î

{ : [ , ], } (8)

From the perspective of the possibility to control the integration platform’s

current security properties and to process information assets within the platform,

each security configuration can be described in an extended way as follows:
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kb zi AB MB D rs k K p Pk k

p

k

p

k k k

p= Î Î, , , , , , (9)

where:

zik

p – name of the p-th information assets, for which the k-th security configuration

was selected,

ABk

p – a set of security attributes assigned to the p-th information resource, for

which the k-th security configuration was selected,

MBk – a set of controls incorporated in the k-th security configuration,

Dk – a set of control decisions (directives) required to generate the k-th security

configuration,

rsk

p – residual risk value for the p-th information resource following application of

set MBk of security controls.

Let us remind that the purpose of the security control subsystem is to call up

within time period D
*

T p , a set of configurations numbered k K tÎ ( ), ensuring

achievement of the required valuesab t WABp

b

p

b( ) Î , b B tÎ ( ), p P tÎ ( ) of security at-

tributes for each information resource being currently processed.

5. Loss of the integration platform functional security

Loss of integration platform’s functional security is understood as an event occur-

ring at moment t i , caused by a difference between the desired level of the IP’s

functional security and its current functional security level. An event like this is

interpreted as “loss of security level” at moment t i .

This corresponds with condition:

Z t Z tP

i

B

i( ) ( )É (10)

where:

Z tP

i( ) – a set of information processing tasks required to be performed by the in-

formation processing subsystem until moment t i , resulting from requests for ser-

vices received from users until moment t i ,

Z tPB

i( ) – a set of information processing tasks feasible in the information process-

ing subsystem with the current functional configuration and the current security

configuration.

The space of possible types of IP security loss is determined by the Cartesian

product:

A Z KF KB DS= ´ ´ ´2 2 2 2 (11)
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where:

Z – a set of information processing tasks feasible in the IP’s information process-

ing subsystem,

KF – a set of possible functional configurations

KB – a set of IP’s possible security configurations,

DS – a set of permissible control decisions.

Element:

a Z KF KB DSpvud p z u d= , , , (12)

defines the type of IP functional security loss. Let us assume that for each security

loss type, the value of function defining the functional security loss number is

specified

l( )pzud v N= Î (13)

It is assumed that the integration platform is fitted with:

a subsystem of automated operability control and a diagnostic software unit

detecting all types of emergency situations,

an automated functional security control subsystem and a diagnostic software

unit detecting all types of security loss.

In order to identify the situation – functional security loss – explicitly, the IP

security control subsystem will be using the following identification functions:

a set of information processing tasks

F A Z f a ZZ

Z

v p: , ( )® = (14)

a set of functional configurations

F A f a KFKF KF KF

v Z: ; ( )® =2 (15)

a set of security attributes

F A f a KBKB KB KB

v u: , ( )® =2 (16)

a set of permissible control decisions – directives

F A f a DSDS DS DS

v d: ; ( )® =2 (17)
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Moreover, it is assumed that for each type a AÎ functional security loss cate-

gories numbered v, and sets Z P , KFZ , KB u , DS d are finite and determined at the

stage of IP design.

6. The re-configuration function

In order to provide an opportunity to compensate for loss of the required security

level, it is required to determine at the stage of IP design a set of permissible con-

trol decisions, hereinafter referred to as directives, which can be used by the cor-

poration’s security team members to determine such current properties of security

configurations, which ensure achievement of the IP required security level. IP’s

transition from the “no required security level” status to the “required security

level achieved” status can be described by means of the following representation:

FR KF KB KF KB: ´ ® ´ (18)

determined in the following way:

FR KF KB KF KB w v N w vv v w w( , ) ( , ); , ,= Î ¹ (19)

where:

KF v , KB v – respectively, a set of permissible functional configurations and func-

tional security configurations prior to emergency situation numbered w NÎ ,

KF w , KB w – respectively, a set of permissible functional configurations and func-

tional security configurations following emergency situation numbered w NÎ .

This representation is determined at the stage of IP design, in order to ensure

achievement of the desired functional properties in IP operation as well as

achievement of the desired functional security. The desired functional property

can be achieved by means of generating an appropriate functional configuration

from the set of permissible solutions, whereas the desired functional security can

be achieved by means of generating an appropriate security configuration from

the set of security configuration permissible solutions.

Conclusion

When using or planning to use an integration platform that would retain its

interoperability and the required capacity, organizations are facing complex prob-

lems of controlling the platform current functional properties and ensuring its
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functional security. Functional security of an integration platform is an element of

organization’s overall security and depends on the correct operation of integrated

IT systems in response to inputs (services requested by these systems users).

The integration platform’s functional security is achieved through building in

specialized security configurations into the platform, to provide input-based secu-

rity control. The security function’s certainty and quality is determined by the

functional security and failure-induced risk reduction requirements.

The integration platform risk can be reduced down to an acceptable level

through relevant technical and organizational measures (figure 2).

Figure 2. Illustration of the functional security principle

Source: Own elaboration.

For the purpose of implementing a process intended to maintain the required

level of functional reliability, it is possible to develop a software (operational ele-

ments) that would provide automated control the integration platform functional

properties, in order to balance out (tolerate) emergency situations.

The considerations discussed in the present chapter lead to following conclu-

sions:
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1. In order to eliminate the impact of emergency situations on the integration

platform operation, it is justifiable to distinguish two phases:

a) identification of a set of functional configurations permissible for the

given emergency situation,

b) selection of a (e.g.: permissible, optimal or suboptimal) functional configu-

ration for the given emergency situation.

2. At the software level, the proposed methodology of controlling the integration

platform’s functional properties should be integrated with the platform’s sy-

stem software.

3. The proposed model of ensuring functional security can be used at the con-

ceptual stage of developing new integration platforms.

4. The integration platform’s functional security is achieved through building in

specialized security configurations into the platform, to provide input-based

security control. The security function’s certainty and quality is determined

by the functional security and failure-induced risk reduction requirements.

The chapter does not provide any ready-to-use “formula” that would ensure

integration platforms security. It should be regarded as the author’s proposal how

to partly solve the problem of establishing an Information Security Management

System that would ensure the required security of integration platforms. The ap-

proach to security proposed here addresses the problems encountered by corpora-

tions using integration platforms and is a result of the author’s findings and several

years of experience from:

a) observing the process of establishing and implementing such systems in cor-

porations,

b) studies and research work, as well as seminar discussions on the corporate se-

curity issues.
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Chapter 4

Evaluation of eGuides: a discussion of approaches

Karolina Muszyńska, Jakub Swacha, Agnieszka Miluniec, Zygmunt Drążek

Introduction

Museums and other places which are home of cultural or natural heritage exhibits

try to attract their visitors in various ways in order to make their stay at the mu-

seum more interesting and worth recommendation. One of the possible solutions

which can certainly make the visit more attractive, especially in the technology

dominated world will live in, are eGuides – multimedia visitor guidance systems.

Introducing eGuides in a museum is a complex process that includes purchas-

ing the devices with all additional hardware and software, preparing and produc-

ing the content, making necessary organizational changes, and introducing the

eGuides to the public.

There are various technical, content-related and people-related issues that

need to be addressed if the eGuides are to be introduced successfully [Linge et al.,

2012, pp. 67–82]. Certainly, a feedback from users could shed a lot of light on what

should be improved.

In this chapter we would like to discuss possible approaches to how, techni-

cally, such feedback could be obtained. We base our ideas and opinions on actual

experiences with evaluation of eGuides during the ongoing development of the

BalticMuseums 2.0 Plus project.

The main aim of this project, titled “Implementation of eGuides with cros-

s-border content for South Baltic Oceanographic Museums”, is to develop and im-

plement a system to efficiently share multilingual content and present it to mu-

seum visitors using multimedia visitor guidance system (eGuide), and so enhance

the attractiveness of the museums. The project is realized by an international con-

sortium consisting of two scientific institutions – the University of Applied Sci-

ences in Stralsund and the University of Szczecin, and four oceanographic muse-

ums – The German Oceanographic Museum in Stralsund, Gdynia Aquarium,

Lithuanian Sea Museum in Klaipeda and the Museum of the World Ocean in

Kaliningrad, with the financial support from the European Regional Development

Fund within the South Baltic Programme 2007–2013 [BalticMuseums 2.0 Plus...,

2011].

The manuscript was written with the financial support from the European

Union.



1. A brief look at eGuide technology

The eGuide technology, as its name suggests, is supposed to substitute human

guides with electronic devices capable of communicating information about vis-

ited places and watched objects to visitors. Thus, like human guides, eGuides can

serve roles of pathfinder and mentor [Wecker et al., 2011].

Although implementing eGuides in a museum requires considerable invest-

ments in hardware, software and content creation, in the long term they are eco-

nomically attractive, compared to real guides’ wages.

The core eGuide functionalities resemble earlier audio guides (see e.g.

[Christensen, 2011, pp. 17–18]). They include:

– earphones that help avoid tourists or tourist groups to intrude each other’s

tours,

– multiple language versions that let foreign visitors get the same tour experi-

ence as the local visitors do,

– tour personalization, i.e. allowing tourists to choose individual route and pace

of their tour,

– tour specialization, e.g. for children or disabled people.

However, eGuides offer much more than that. They have high resolution color

displays allowing for hypertext descriptions of objects and multimedia presenta-

tions. They may often have touch panels allowing high level of presentation

interactivity, cameras that can be used to identify objects, and GPS receivers or

WiFi adapters that help determine visitor’s location [Petrie, Tallon, 2010].

The WiFi adapters offer additional eGuide functionalities, such as automatic

updating of the content, access to extended descriptions and presentations aug-

mented with content from the Web, coordination of group tours, and communica-

tion among tourists from the same group (see e.g. [Wermers et al., 2011]).

2. Evaluation of eGuides: reasons, range and aims

After making the eGuides available to the public, the visitors’ satisfaction with the

solution should be studied, evaluation of the results carried out, and, if necessary,

modifications and improvements should be introduced.

The satisfaction of the visitors with the eGuides can regard the following as-

pects:

– presented content (is it interesting, not too long, comprehensible, etc.),

– communication and display style (are texts/images/videos clearly visible, is

the size/contrast/sound adequate),

– navigation style (is navigation comfortable and intuitive),
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– interaction with the surroundings (does the device make the stay in the mu-

seum more attractive, does it complement knowledge without interfering with

the tour).

By carrying out appropriate research one can determine:

– whether the content developed for eGuides is properly designed for specific

categories of visitors,

– if the developed tours are free of technical defects (regarding visual aspects,

sound quality, navigation, and links to real specimens in the aquarium/mu-

seum),

– whether the used equipment is ergonomically designed for users (head-

phones, access to equipment, the use of the device),

– whether the different language versions are well appraised by foreign visitors.

In order to get answers to the above-mentioned issues, a questionnaire-based

survey can be carried out.

3. Techniques of questionnaire-based evaluation

Questionnaire is “a set of carefully designed questions given in exactly the same

form to a group of people in order to collect data about some topic(s) in which the

researcher is interested” [McLean, 2006].

Questionnaires may contain both closed-ended and open-ended questions

[Babbie, 2010, p. 256]. The former include a list of predetermined answers, the

latter let participants answer in their own words. As a result, while the answers to

open-ended questions are more difficult to analyze, they can be useful when the

possible answers to questions are not clear or for gathering insightful or

unexpected information.

The questionnaire-based survey can be performed in various ways. Not every

such technique can be effectively applied to the evaluation of eGuides in muse-

ums. For this reason, in this section, we shall only discuss those that seem appro-

priate for this purpose.

We can classify the techniques according to two factors: the means of adminis-

tering question (text or interviewer) and the medium of recording response (paper

or computer).

In the case where the interviewer administers the questions, we can either use

a PAPI (paper and pencil interview) or a CAPI (computer assisted personal inter-

view) method of survey [Beam, 2012, pp. 136–139]. The main advantage of both

these methods is the feasibility to include a wide range of questions, obtain more

comprehensive and in-depth answers, and have a chance to ask some follow-up
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questions. An additional advantage in case of CAPI is that the data is directly in

electronic form. Yet both mentioned methods are appropriate in case of a single,

rather small scale survey. For more frequent surveys, or surveys involving a big

sample of interviewees, such methods could be burdensome (both for the

surveyed persons and pollsters) and costly.

For the text means of administering questions, the following methods were

taken into consideration: a self-administered questionnaire (SAQ) [Wolf, 2008],

when the respondent delivers the answers on paper, and computer-assisted

self-interview (CASI) [Olsen, Sheets, 2008], when providing answers by the re-

spondent is computer-assisted. These methods can however be less useful than

the interviews as there is no chance of clarifying or explaining anything to the re-

spondent, which often results in lower answer rate, or asking any follow-up ques-

tions. There is also a lower chance to get answers to open-ended questions [Beam,

2012, p. 145, 156, 173]. But there are also advantages of self-administered ques-

tionnaires. In both cases more privacy is guaranteed for the surveyed persons,

which may result in more frank answers, especially in case of questions regarding

likes or dislikes or sensitive matters [Beam, 2012, p. 139].

The CASI method, realized in a form of a short questionnaire included at the

end of the tour (to be answered by the visitor on the eGuide device itself, which

serves here the role of computer), seems a good solution for continuous monitor-

ing of visitors’ opinions regarding eGuides. In this way much more visitors can be

surveyed and foreigners have a possibility to answer in the language of their

choice. This solution has however a few constraints. The number of questions

must be limited to only a few, so that it is more likely that the visitor will provide

the answers. Only closed-type questions can be used, so that the visitor does not

need to write anything but just choose from a set of possibilities or rates. This solu-

tion is also the most technically demanding: the survey software has to be imple-

mented and embedded within the tour, and the process of automatic data collec-

tion has to be developed, so that the survey results need not be retrieved from the

devices manually.

Having decided on the means of administering question and the medium of re-

cording response, one can proceed to prepare the questionnaire content, that is

questions, answers (for closed-ended questions), and their order. In the following

section we shall describe the course of preparation and content of questionnaires

for eGuide evaluation in the BalticMuseums 2.0 Plus project.
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4. Questionnaire preparation and content

It was agreed with the museum partners that the survey for primarily evaluating

the eGuides will be done using PAPI or CAPI method. In case of foreigners they

would be asked to fill the questionnaire by themselves using the questionnaire

prepared in the language of their choice (SAQ). It was decided that museums will

prepare the questionnaires in their national language, in English and in all other

languages the tours are available in.

The other possible method, for continuous monitoring of visitors’ opinions re-

garding eGuides, described in the previous section – CASI, was taken into consid-

eration for future application.

The set of questions for the questionnaire was prepared on the basis of similar

questionnaires used by other museums and institutions where audioguides or

eGuides were used and evaluated, and supplemented with questions correspond-

ing with the needs and characteristics of the museums taking part in the project.

The questions contained in the questionnaire concerned:

1) expectations of the visitor regarding the eGuide,

2) visitors’ opinion about the proposed content,

3) visitors’ opinion about the technical aspects,

4) some other general information.

Figures 1–4 present some example questions included in the questionnaire re-

garding each of the above mentioned aspects.

Figure 1. Example questions regarding expectations of the visitor

Source: Own elaboration.
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Figure 2. Example questions regarding eGuide content

Source: Own elaboration.

Figure 3. Example questions regarding technical aspects

Source: Own elaboration.
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Figure 4. Example questions regarding general information about eGuides

Source: Own elaboration.

Apart from preparing the questionnaire an important aspect related to carry-

ing out the survey was defining the range of research – population, area, time lim-

its and sample size. In this case the population constitute the museums’ visitors us-

ing eGuides during their visit, the area is limited to museums’ premises in

Stralsund, Gdynia and Klaipeda and the time frame includes two periods of 60

days – one in summer (high season) and another in winter (low season). Due to

museums’ limited personnel, time and budget possibilities the number of respon-

dents to be surveyed in each survey, was limited to 200 and to three subgroups:

adults, school children, and elderly persons.

5. Alternative approaches to eGuides evaluation

If the museum visitors’ opinion survey was an ongoing process, it would allow

museums to have up-to-date information on the clients’ feelings about the

eGuides and in this way be able to react whenever visitors become dissatisfied. As

the survey methods are not suitable for mass and frequent application, alternative

methods of evaluation should be considered.

There is a solution offering a possibility to survey all eGuide users, without

any effort from their side, or without any interviewers involved. The solution is to

use an in-built monitoring software that would anonymously collect information

about users’ operations on the device. Such survey method gives an opportunity to

collect information otherwise impossible or difficult to obtain, e.g.:

– which parts of the tour were skipped,

– at which points of interest the tourists spent most time,

– was a particular multimedia presentation viewed until its end, or stopped,

– which elements of eGuide user interface were used frequently and which were

ignored.
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Moreover, by collecting basic statistical data (e.g. age and sex) when renting

a device, and combining it with eGuide monitoring results, one can obtain a good

deal of useful information on how specific classes of visitors tour the museum.

In this case however we also face the technological issues regarding obtaining,

installing and executing such monitoring software on the devices and analysis of

the collected data, which may amount to a considerable volume.

It must be clearly stated, though, that by merely analyzing monitoring data

one cannot answer many types of questions, including those as simple as ‘did you

like the tour with an eGuide or not?’. So, the best solution would be to use the dif-

ferent approaches combined.

Conclusion

The eGuide technology offers an opportunity to improve tour impressions for the

visitors at the same time being economically attractive for the museums. The im-

provement, however, can only be attained if the eGuides are implemented in

a right way. This in turn can hardly be accomplished without a feedback from the

visitors (see section two for a list of what can be learned from them).

A simple and efficient method of eGuide evaluation is by using question-

naires. It is possible to administer them in an assisted (PAPI/CAPI) or unassisted

way (SAQ/CASI), as well as using computer-supported (CAPI/CASI) or tradi-

tional approach (PAPI/SAQ). In our opinion, the choice of the actual technique

should be done considering both technical limitations and the nature of

information to be obtained.

There is also an alternative to questionnaire survey, feasible thanks to techno-

logical sophistication of eGuide devices: monitoring software which would anon-

ymously collect data concerning how visitors use the eGuide. It allows for an on-

going, nearly effortless, and precise recognition of the visitors’ preferences, and

help the museums refine the content or other aspects of eGuides to achieve higher

visitors’ satisfaction. Still, it requires higher initial investments, and cannot answer

many of the questions that questionnaires could.
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Chapter 5

Strategic advantages of integrated information
system implementation: case study of Urban Mass
Transportation

Andrzej Kamiński

Introduction

The system of ERP class (Enterprise Resource Planning) is an integrated, highly

effective and accessible information system. The system was developed to meet

the needs of integrated industrial establishment management. Being constantly

improved and evolved, the system of ERP class has become the most popular tool

for production planning and control in large-scale and medium-sized enterprises

(70% of computerized industrial establishments in Western Europe base its busi-

ness activity on the information systems developed according to MRP standard).

ERP covers the entirety of production and distribution processes, integrates dif-

ferent enterprise activities, rationalizes important information flow and allows to

react on shifts in demand. These information is constantly updated (in real time)

and available at decision point (for on-line systems).

Implementation of the integrated information system allows to eliminate re-

dundant data and significantly reduce the number of errors, being a result of mul-

tiple input of the same data by different employees. Moreover, it allows to imple-

ment a separate configuration for processes, based on complete system evaluation.

The enterprises delaying integrated system implementation sustain calculable

losses related to upkeep and service of different computer systems and applica-

tions. The losses ensue from the following:

– the need of periodic purchase of actualized versions of packages and program

products, upgraded systems and databases, additional software (i.e. database

drivers, class libraries and procedures),

– the inability of rational planning of working hours and responsibilities of IT

specialists (there is a need to hire experts for maintenance and development of

separate strategic applications, while its implementation tools belong to the

product group from the market niche),

– high costs related to interface development and maintenance between sepa-

rate subsystems created with different information technologies by indepen-

dent groups of IT specialists, project engineers and software specialists.



On the other hand, implementation of integrated information system for en-

terprise management allows to obtain calculable economic benefits, such as:

– cost reduction by elimination of redundant data, decreasing the number of op-

erational activities in management implementation process and automatiza-

tion of material assets control procedures,

– better activity management and implementation of new methods of quality

management according to ISO 9000 and ISO 14000 standards,

according to applied procedures and system logic,

– procedure and function integration, source documents unification and devel-

opment of documentation for management procedures (circulation of docu-

ments, authority check for information access, archiving regulations),

– on-line access to actual economical information, current analysis of selected

economic indicators (i.e.: solvency, commercial viability, stock levels, finan-

cial settlements),

– active debts and indebtedness control, implementation of customers control

and payment monitoring (order processing suspension in case of payment de-

lays – possibility to settle individual customer credits and terms of payment),

– stock control, stock displacements, automatic monitoring of stock and raw ma-

terials level, information about the necessity of stock replenishment.

– implementation of management information system, possibility of

multicriteria analysis of financial and operational data [Ptak, 2004; Ferran,

2008; Wallace, Kremzar, 2001].

Investment in the software of MRP/ERP class could contribute to enterprise

productivity, effectiveness and competitiveness. Expected return on investments

is a key element for the decision about the implementation of a new information

system. A company implementing ERP system can expect profitability and turn-

over increase on one hand and stock reduction on the other. Unfortunately, it hap-

pens that the new system doesn’t meet company needs. Modern solutions could

positively influence many key activities: production, sales, bookkeeping and cus-

tomer service but there is a need of broad preparations before system implementa-

tion. Installation of individual modules and components doesn’t guarantee that

procedures, functions and exact data would be maintained and good coordination

of planning, control, production and distribution would be provided. Despite mo-

dern system implementation excessive stock, delays in deliveries and huge differ-

ences between planned and real turnover could appear. To minimize the risk of

side effects it is necessary to make a branch characteristic and then define

company’s mode of operation, its needs and obligatory functionalities.

Integrated information system implementation should be strongly correlated

with reorganization methods. In the implementation process of MRP/ERP class

systems it is important to find a compromise between package functionality and
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its susceptibility to changes and modifications versus needed reorganization in the

company. At the present moment, the technology of modern integrated systems

development allows to conform them with specific company needs. However, it is

important to remember that implementation, test, documentation and service

costs have a huge influence on project budget. All changes in standard software

design increase the risk of failure.

The choice of the specific information system of ERP class is undoubtedly

a complicated decision. Key element of the implementation process is a recon-

struction of economic processes in order to optimize the methods of workflow ma-

nagement and material resources flow. The results of the integrated economic

analysis should meet reorganization and information needs of the company and

define the functionalities and technological design of ERP package. It is important

to mention, that mistakes made during preliminary analysis cumulate and often

could be identified only during the acceptance test of particular modules which

can lead to delays and end up with unexpected and unplanned changes.

Particular attention should be paid at the integrated system scale. The choice

of operation environment, database platform and system design should guarantee

error-free operation regardless of load. Data conversion process expressed in the

number of generated documents could only be limited by technical parameters of

the servers and workstations and not by system software design. In other words,

system should work efficiently both generating 10 000 and 100 000 documents

per month. System speed should only be limited by technical capabilities of the

equipment.

1. The analysis and benefit assessment of the
implementation of the integrated system for human
resources management in the Urban Mass Transportation
Company (MPK)

The objection of the project was the implementation of the integrated system for

human resources management in the Urban Mass Transportation Company

(MPK).

The project was covering two domains: operational and strategic.

– operational – company employees get benefits of automatization process, for

example: the input of source documents (only once), access to system func-

tions, dedicated to certain activity.

– strategic – the company management can evaluate financial condition of the

enterprise, control stocks and material resources, plan rational activities in hu-
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man resource management, wage policy, improve and develop personnel

qualifications, intervene in case of irregularities.

The project of the implementation of the integrated system for human re-

sources management would enclose the following phases: system analysis, imple-

mentation of the module supporting the central human resources filing system

and integration with financial and accounting system. The results of the analytical

work will be skipped in the following part of the chapter. At the same time, the op-

erational and strategic benefit description will be provided.

Phase I – central human resources filing system and administration

First phase (the base) is the implementation of the central human resources fil-

ing system including personal data, competence and authorities, invariable wage

and salary information and professional activities (employment, dismissals, ab-

sences, sick leaves, holidays etc.). Material effect of the 1st phase should be the im-

plementation of the integrated information system for human resources manage-

ment (with a central database) on the operating (access to current information

regarding each employee and his back files) and management level (automatic re-

porting and statistics about chosen professional groups). The access to particular

categories of personal data would be realized according to the role and authority

scheme. The integrated system will meet the requirements of the “Act on Fair In-

formation Practices and Personal Data Security”. Taking into consideration that

MPK doesn’t have the central database of employees and professional activities,

the benefits after the implementation of the 1st phase should be the following:

1. On operational level:

– The adjustment and centralization of the professional information, elimi-

nation of redundant data (the consequence of multiple data input), access

to personal professional data from every terminal station working in the

corporative network of MPK with maintenance of login and authority

procedures. The filing system of basic personal data of the employee and

other professional information (professional qualifications, authorities,

medical testing, courses and trainings etc.).

– The implementation of standard procedures and software solutions which

guarantee the personal data processing and archiving security. At the

present moment the application technology in MPK is out of date, the per-

sonal data are spread, and disintegrated. The minimum data security is not

guaranteed. For example, the utilization of MS Office application for per-

sonal records (around 300 white-collar workers of the front office) doesn’t

allow to implement the basic mechanisms of authority and access control.

Moreover, there is a lack of elementary file protection which creates a real

threat of personal data theft or illegal data copying. Another example is
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a manual wage information transfer to the “Payer” program. The drivers’

current wage information is copied manually to the program. The data are

taken from local servers of MPK subsidiaries (depots) and manually

scaled and copied to the “Payer” program. This process doesn’t meet mini-

mum security standards, generates high costs, needs the correctness con-

trol of the transferred data (two employees are in charge of the process). It

is obvious that integrated information system should eliminate the above

mentioned problems, ensure data security and reduce data processing

costs.

2. On strategical level:

– The acquisition of reliable and actual reports about human resources. At

the present moment, a lot of work should be done to prepare a simple re-

port about employment structure of MPK, seniority and wages divided

between professional groups. One should copy, scale and format the data

from various applications. As the data are spread, heterogeneous and in

different format, the process is laborious (takes two, three days in average).

The quality and integrity of manually prepared reports is debatable be-

cause multiple manual copying and scaling generates errors. In practice

there is no possibility to create reports based on different criteria and make

computer prognosis and simulation. It is important to mention that report

generator is an integral element of modern top-of-the-range information

systems. This tool allows to modify the existing reports and create the new

ones using graphical charts of different kind. The access to reports is

granted according to possessed authority.

Phase II – wage and salary calculation: integration with financial and account-

ing system

The implementation of the first phase (integrated system development for

MPK human resources management) should allow to centralize the payroll syste-

m (second phase) and automatically transfer the error-free data to the financial and

accounting system and the “Payer” program.

Payroll job is a relatively simple process which is formed by the sequence of

certain steps, such as:

– payroll definition – payroll identification, assessment and accounting period,

– data retrieve from the source (employees and components) based on the pay-

roll template, previous payroll and manual data input,

– fetch of parameters obtained for the moment of payroll creation

(based on permanent documents and closed variable documents),

– re-calculation of the components and final payroll check,
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– automatic payroll export and accounting (financial and accounting module)

based on previously prepared accounting rules.

The payroll system of MPK should guarantee the payroll accounting for basic

professional groups. To make it simple, the first professional group should be the

white-collar workers, the second one – the drivers and blue-collar workers (ser-

vice, backup workers, jobbers). The implementation of the integrated payroll sy-

stem should eliminate disintegration of existing applications and allow fully auto-

matic and error-free data transfer to financial and accounting system and the

“Payer” program.

The integrated payroll system will bring the following benefits:

1. On operational level:

– Regulation and integration of payroll accounting, elimination of redun-

dant data, access to complete and actual professional and payroll informa-

tion, software parameterizing (permanent and variable salary components

for different professional groups), standard authority implementation of

payroll operations and transaction security.

– Reporting to Social Insurance Board (ZUS) – the integrated system pro-

vides automatic generation of application forms and account documents to

SIB (ZUS) in KDU format. These files could be reviewed and edited in

the “Payer” program. In practice, the information about professional group

and planned document date should be sufficient to create a declaration.

The system automatically checks new employments, dismissals and data

change.

– Reporting to the Tax Office – the system automatically generates and

prints tax forms. The system manages the archive of tax declarations. At

the present moment tax forms in MPK are generated manually (separately

in each department) in co-operation with IT department. The generation

of tax forms for front office employees (300 people) engage 3 employees

during 4 weeks a year.

2. On strategical level:

– Cost reduction of data processing as a result of integration and computer-

ization of payroll process, fully automatic data exchange with financial and

accounting software and the “Payer” program, co-operation with “Trans-

portation” and “Fleet” systems.

– Software support in payroll policy development in MPK (taking in con-

sideration that 50% of MPK costs are the salaries, it is recommendable to

implement the supporting software, analyzing the payroll structure di-

vided into different wage and salary groups, departments and cost cen-

tres). Monitoring of permanent and variable payroll elements, including

self-indexation (despite the freeze on the basic salary) in case of new
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entitlements of the employees. Examination of correlation between com-

pany financial situation, market situation and labor efficiency – linking the

payroll to the performance on particular position.

2. The information and integration dimensions of project
implementation

The system for human resources management should be open (possible data ex-

change and integration with other information systems in MPK, especially with

financial and accounting system and the “Transportation” system.

In practice the human resources management system is often integrated with

an external financial and accounting software: the data are transferred partly/peri-

odically in succeeding accounting periods. The contents and data format should

be stipulated for exchange files.

On the other hand, the integration of transportation process including drivers’

working schedule and their disposition (taking into account days off, holidays, sick

leaves) demands the integration solutions between the human resources-payroll

software and the “Transportation” system.

Figure 1. The integration human resources management system with other management
information systems of MPK

Source: Own elaboration.
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The planned division between domain subsystem supporting the transporta-

tion process and human resources / payroll module needs the development of

technical project for integration infrastructure and methods and data exchange

frequency. In particular, it concerns integration control and data security. While

designing the integration solutions one should take in consideration the number of

objects and their attributes liable to exchange between particular subsystems and

fix the data format and synchronization method.

Conclusion

Global computerization has been started in the national industrial establishments.

Before the decision about concrete information solution could be taken, the enter-

prises should create a strategic plan for company development and computeriza-

tion. One should remember that mistakes during system analysis and evaluation of

concrete ERP class software, inadequate market evaluation of information sys-

tems and services, a mismatch of application functionality and technical structure

with specific needs of the company could multiply costs of system integration pro-

cess or even lead to bankruptcy. Taking in consideration high license and consul-

tancy costs, the analysis and future effects prognosis both in operational and stra-

tegic dimensions should be an integral element of activities dedicated to

preparation of the integrated information system implementation.
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Chapter 6

The models of software quality

Katarzyna Skroban

Introduction

The XX and XXI centuries demonstrated the increasing role of information both

in public and private life. Information demand forces the development of modern

enterprise computing technologies. Computing technologies implementation be-

comes very important in the company management pushed through by the rules

of free market economy. There are many companies offering information systems

and many more customers. Both software customers and purchasers have differ-

ent view of its quality.

1. Software choice

There is a wide variety of software for the enterprise management support both on

Polish and international market. Potential customer needs a lot of time to analyze

existing programs to make the right choice. Finally, the purchased software turns

out to be unsuitable. Problems with the software choice could have different back-

ground:

– purchaser or potential user doesn’t have enough knowledge about software

present on the market and meeting his needs,

– many purchasers (users) have problems with exact definition of their needs,

mainly because of insufficient experience or excessive devotion to the previ-

ous software versions,

– not all types and kinds of the software present on the market are suitable for

every enterprise,

– many purchasers (users) find it easier to buy computer facilities first; only af-

ter that they try to match the needed software,

– there is no standard which allows to rate and match the software; there are

many characteristics which define software quality in professional literature,

but they are mainly not specified.

The software purchase and software design implementation failed partly or

entirely in many enterprises. Usage of unsuitable software could cause many neg-

ative consequences for the enterprise, for example:



– cost increase for additional analysis or additional data processing,

– additional time for obtaining the needed information,

– unnecessary software purchase: non-use or limited use of the software,

– possible costs of system recovery,

– possible legal consequences and loss of clients’ confidence due to mistakes in

software functioning which can end up in company bankruptcy.

Potential negative consequences show the core of the problem connected with

adequate software choice and implementation in each company.

2. The software

There are many software definitions in professional literature. One of them treats

the software as all utilities present in the computer system and created with the

help of software programming languages [Kisielnicki, 2001, p. 71].

According to another definition, the software is a set of statements for com-

puter facilities [Beynon-Davies, 1999, p. 51].

Sometimes software definitions differ depending on purchaser and supplier

attitude. According to standard approach the software is defined relative to the fi-

nal customer. In this context, the software is a specific program product which was

developed to meet user needs [PN-ISO\IEC 25000, 2008, p. 11].

2.1. The software classification

The software classification is an important element which influences the evalua-

tion of software quality. The software is usually divided into the system and appli-

cation software [Kisielnicki, 2001, p. 73]. The system software is called basic and

is necessary for computer hardware functionality. The system software realizes

the tasks of different users. The system software consists of i.a. operating systems.

The application software is a set of programs which implements concrete func-

tions demanded by users.

On the other hand the standard PN-ISO/IEC 25000:2008 [PN-ISO/IEC

25000, 2008, p. 22] educes:

– a business system,

– an information system,

– a software program.

According to another division the software is divided into 4 groups

[PN-ISO/IEC 27005, 2010, pp. 37–38]:

– operating systems or programs allowing the start up of all other programs (ser-

vices and applications); these systems are the base for compatibility of com-

puter hard- and software,
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– service, maintenance and administration software or complementary pro-

grams for operating system,

– software packages or standard software which complete the general offer

(non-dedicated to concrete customer),

– business applications, providing necessary business services and functions to

the user.

The user has the biggest influence on the dedicated software, i.e. business ap-

plications. According to the distribution method, business applications could be

divided as follows:

– heavy duty software, called also “shelf software”, bought as a standard soft-

ware suitable for various users; in [PN-ISO/IEC 25051, 2009, p. 9] this type

of software is called commercial-off-the-shelf software product,

– configurable software, maintaining basic functions and customized for the

user depending on his needs,

– dedicated software, created to meet the needs of a concrete customer.

Regardless different types of the software, standard methods are used for the

software quality evaluation.

2.2. The software quality

Definition of the software quality is a complicated process. It depends on our per-

spective. The software quality will be evaluated differently by a design engineer,

a supplier and an indirect or direct user. For a direct user the software quality de-

pends on program options used to meet his needs and solve his problems. A sup-

plier evaluate the software according to specification conformity. An indirect user

will pay attention on the product price. Therefore, unified, measurable and gener-

ally understandable characteristics for software quality are difficult to be worked

out.

Quality criteria are defined in various methods, norms and publications. These

definitions could have significant differences.

According to [PN-ISO/IEC 25000, 2008, p. 23] the software lifecycle phases

such as: manufacturing, servicing and usage, are related with quality demands and

evaluation criteria (table 1). Quality in use is a set of criteria defined for product

evaluation according to the needs of the final user. Demands for external software

quality include a set of criteria for technical evaluation. Demands for internal soft-

ware quality are related to verification criteria on different stages of manufactur-

ing phase. These criteria could be used also for supporting program products, e.g.

documentation.
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Table 1. Software lifecycle phases and model of quality cycle phases of a program product

Software lifecycle phases Demands Product evaluation criteria

Manufacturing Demands for internal software
quality

Internal quality

Servicing Demands for external
software quality

External quality

Usage Demands for quality in use Quality in use

Source: Own elaboration based on [PN-ISO/IEC 25000, 2008, p. 23].

Quality model SQuaRE [PN-ISO/IEC 25000, 2008, p. 24] has a hierarchy

structure. It consists of characteristics, subcharacteristics and attributes on each

level.

Different evaluation criteria are mentioned regarding software or additional

software components depending on distribution method.

2.3. The quality criteria

Heavy duty software is purchased and used by mass user. From the user’s point of

view this type of software is characterized by the following features:

– big number of unnecessary functions,

– deficits in other significant functions.

The quality criteria used for heavy duty software (commercial off-the-shelf

product) are derived from the standard PN-ISO/IEC 25051:2009 and consist of

following groups:

– criteria concerning software itself (as a product),

– criteria concerning user documentation,

– criteria concerning test documentation.

Quality criteria for software as a product are the following [PN-ISO/IEC

25051, 2009, pp. 15–18]:

– functionality conforming with user documentation,

– reliability connected with error maintenance,

– utility,

– efficiency,

– upkeep,

– portability,

– quality in use.

Most of the models described in professional sources refer to the criteria men-

tioned above and extend them on additional aspects. McCall model, for example,

distinguishes three features: functionality, adjustment possibilities and mobility.

Most of the models of the software quality evaluation have a hierarchy struc-

ture aligned as a tree. This kind of structure is shown in the model on figure 1.
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Figure 1. Model of software quality

Source: [Fenton, 1999, p. 86].
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Another classification was suggested in [Ciesielczyk, Watras, 1995]. Quality

features of information system were divided into three groups:

– system structure,

– system susceptibility for monitoring and control,

– capability to meet customer information needs.

The following features could be distinguished in the system structure:

– system modularity – possibility to allocate typical system functions stemmed

from attributes,

– system resilience – free use of structure mechanisms of information system

according to the user needs.

– system affability – simple, understandable, communicative form of system

maintenance,

– system safety,

– system integration – methodological integration of system elements.

– system efficiency (effectiveness, rationality, profitability and productivity),

– automatization – substitution of a human by computer system,

– system documentation, which is not strictly a structure feature but an integral

part of the system.

3. A product-service model of software quality

The above mentioned criteria are limited to the features directly related to the

software. At the same time, one can notice succeeding changes in the quality defi-

nitions. Material product quality (unlike the software, which is nonmaterial and

comes under nonmaterial fixed assets) is treated as a number of features which

should primarily meet customer needs. In this case we are talking both about

product needs and additional features (warranty terms).

With an assumption that software quality shouldn’t consist only of direct

product features, a product-service model of software quality was presented on

figure 2. Two main feature categories were emphasized: product and operation

features and distributor features. The product features are divided into two cate-

gories: direct and indirect. The following criteria were considered as direct

features:

– functionality,

– reliability,

– utility,

– productivity,

– upkeep,
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– portability,

– quality in use.

Figure 2. A product-service model of software quality

Source: Own elaboration.

Indirect features form a group of additional criteria which are important for

the end user and influence the software quality indirectly. These criteria are the

following:

– economical effectiveness which takes into account not only license charge, but

training costs and upkeep,

– implementation effectiveness considering time, training extent and

indispensible user competences

– additional product elements such as user and administrator documentation.

Software manufacturer/distributor activity has an important influence on cus-

tomer satisfaction. Therefore, 3 criteria are considered to influence software

quality:

– manufacturer/distributor credibility,

– manufacturer workshop,

– service.

Evaluation of manufacturer credibility is made to ensure a potential user

about:

– legality of purchased software,

– possibilities of software upgrade,

– stable position of the manufacturer on the market.

Manufacturer evaluation includes:

– the date of company set up, which proves the stability of the enterprise (or the

trademark) on manufacturer’s market. Strong competition eliminate weak,
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unprofessional companies. It happens that product advertising doesn’t corre-

spond with product quality,

– the date of system establishment; normally the manufacturers should improve

their products on regular basis – new products should be more up-to-date,

– the evidence about system generation; although newer products should be

more up-to-date, higher number guarantees better system functionality,

– credentials,

– warranty period,

– the number of implementations,

– the number and type of attained certificates,

– the number of qualified employees.

Evaluation of manufacturer workshop helps to check the resources which sup-

port the software tasks. Evaluation of manufacturer workshop includes:

– system environment – type of operation system, kind of network system, soft-

ware programming language,

– database type,

– system equipment requirements,

– manufacturing style – engineering and production,

– tools used for system engineering support,

– control and test software,

– quality control process.

Service includes mainly two basic activities:

– necessary changes in the software on demand of the purchaser,

– program errors elimination,

– improvement of future programs.

Conclusion

The software is a compound product. A user or a potential customer is often not

aware about consequences of certain solutions used in the software. Sometimes

a user is not able to define his real needs. There are some hidden needs which ap-

pear only after the software implementation. It could happen that suggested solu-

tion doesn’t meet several hidden needs and at the same time provides several solu-

tions which are completely redundant for the enterprise. These solutions very

often create extra cost of the ordered product.

Therefore, the models of software quality are of great importance. They allow

to identify real company needs. The software implementation is a strategic deci-

sion influencing company development.
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Chapter 7

The potential of social media in innovation
processes of small and medium tourist enterprises

Sebastian Kopera

Introduction

Contemporary economy is often named a “knowledge-based”, what refers to the

importance of knowledge in value creation processes. What is more: effectiveness

of knowledge creation and utilization in organizations, institutions, communities

and individuals is a factor of key importance for social and economic development.

The importance of knowledge is closely related to the possibility of personnel and

organizational learning, resulting in innovations. And the capability for fast inno-

vation creation and implementation, which is determined by relational architec-

ture supporting acquiring knowledge from employees and external partners, is

a key competitiveness factor [Kay, 1996, p. 154].

Innovation is more and more dependent on information technologies. The in-

fluence of ICT on innovation processes and their results is multi-faceted. First,

ICT as a basic tool for communication supports, facilitates and accelerates infor-

mation exchange within organization and between organization and its environ-

ment. And new information can materialize in a form of innovation. Second, ICT

supports knowledge management and learning processes which also may result in

innovative changes. Finally, ICT supports development of internal and external

relationships, and this way provides access to new knowledge resources, product

ideas, and other factors stimulating inventing, developing and introducing

innovations by companies.

New developments in the area of IT – being itself “innovations” – push for-

ward the level of innovations and pace of their introduction within and across dif-

ferent industries. One of such – relatively new – developments are social media

(SM). Since 2004, when T. O’Reilly gave name to the new trend in Internet evolu-

tion – web 2.0 [O’Reilly, 2005] – the social media landscape has evolved dramati-

cally. And it is ongoing process. Social media have been also a subject of rising

number of researches, also in business and management related fields, and also in

relation to innovation. However the role of SM in innovation process is rarely

a central issue in researches.



The aim of this text is to analyze the potential of SM utilization in innovation

processes executed in small and medium tourism enterprises and tourism regions.

The role of innovation in company competitiveness shaping is incontestable in

most sectors and industries, and so is in tourism industry. However the specificity

of innovation processes may differ substantially across economy. The same refers

to utilization of ICT and SM to their support and facilitation.

The following sections will develop on: innovation in tourism sector, overview

of SM in the context of innovation processes in tourism. The text will be closed

with the outline of possible research directions.

1. Innovations – theoretical background

Innovations can be defined as “the implementation of a new or significantly im-

proved product (good or service), or process, a new marketing method, or a new

organisational method in business practices, workplace organisation or external

relations” [OECD & Eurostat, 2005, p. 46].

In literature there are different typologies of innovation. One of the most pop-

ular comes from Oslo Manual, and if defines 4 types of innovations: product, pro-

cess, marketing and organizational ones [OECD & Eurostat, 2005, pp. 46–51]. In-

novation activity of a company depends on the characteristics of its links to varied

sources of information, knowledge, technology, practices as well as human and fi-

nancial resources [OECD & Eurostat, 2005, p. 20]. In general two basic sources of

innovative change can be named: external and internal once [OECD & Eurostat,

1997, p. 26]. This distinction can be related to location of both: innovation-result-

ing activities and their executors (innovation system actors) as well as sources of

information being used in innovation process.

Internal sources of information are departments and processes involved in in-

novation processes. Typically (however not in tourism sector) the basic internal

actor in this field is R&D department, but innovation processes can be executed

and related information and knowledge generated in/across virtually all organiza-

tional units. However for effective realization of innovation processes an initial

reservoir of information and knowledge is a prerequisite. This circumstance

seems to be one of the most important barriers for innovation in European tourism

industry, which is dominated by micro enterprises1 with limited knowledge and

information resources. It is also the reason why SMTE should tap into external
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knowledge resources and develop efficient cooperation with external actors

[OECD & Eurostat, 2005, p. 39].

External innovations (or information and knowledge for innovation) can be

acquired from open-access sources, be result of cooperation in R&D sphere with

external actors, and the result of purchasing knowledge or technology [OECD &

Eurostat, 2005, p. 20]. Innovation process nowadays requires involvement o dif-

ferent stakeholders, what is true particularly in case of SMTE. Knowledge consti-

tuting the basis for innovations appears not only in people and organizations, but

also in relationships between organizations [Gummesson, 2012, p. 190]. That fact,

together with substantial dispersion of knowledge and resources imposes neces-

sity of joining together knowledge originating from different institutions to make

innovation processes effective [Kowalski, 2010, p. 11]. Networking is oriented to-

ward stimulation of knowledge exchange and learning processes in and between

enterprises [Kowalski, 2010, p. 10].

2. Characteristics of innovation – related issues in tourism

Innovation – although of high importance for competitiveness – is not a central is-

sue in tourism management and research. Thus the existing situation in tourism

sector is often referred to as “innovation defectiveness” [Hjalager, 2002]. It is nec-

essary to understand the sectoral context for innovation processes in tourism be-

cause it determines the scope and form of possible SM applications for their sup-

port.

Based on extensive literature review on tourism innovation practices and re-

search, A.M. Hjalager has defined a number of characteristic features of innova-

tion processes in tourism [Hjalager, 2002; Hjalager, 2010]. Generally SMTEs

have insufficient knowledge and resources to execute innovation processes on

their own, what redirects their attention toward environment, as a source of infor-

mation, knowledge and – eventually – ready-to-use innovations. The most impor-

tant role in SMTE knowledge and inspiration search play other actors from value

adding chain: suppliers (“pushing” knowledge embedded in their products and

services) and customers (revealing their needs and preferences and creating mar-

ket “pull”). Direct tourism-related R&D knowledge transfer is unique what results

from lack of pull for general knowledge (insufficient competencies in its utiliza-

tion) on one hand and poor knowledge transfer mechanisms in tourism industry

on the other. Important role in innovation system in tourism play local govern-

ments, clusters and DMOs, which can both: on their own generate and provide

knowledge for tourism business (knowledge “push”) and create networking envi-
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ronment enhancing cooperation and knowledge transfer between tourism indus-

try actors in destinations. And last – but not least – the most “innovation-engaged”

technology in tourism industry is and – probably – will be in the future ICT. In this

context ICT appears as the innovation itself and as the infospace supporting inno-

vation processes in which participates enterprise. Both form are important and can

appear simultaneously e.g. setting up social media existence (innovation) opens

channels for customer opinions, that can be source of further inspirations.

However in the context of the presented chapter the second one is more

important, and will be describe in more detailed way.

3. Social media in tourism innovation processes

Social media can be defined as: “a group of Internet-based applications that build

on the ideological and technological foundations of Web 2.0, and that allow the

creation and exchange of User Generated Content” [Kaplan, Haenlein, 2010,

p. 61]. This “group” expands daily, and covers wide span of different, often pervad-

ing each other tools, like: social networking sites, media sharing sites, blogging and

microblogging sites, wikis, social review sites, social bookmarking sites, forums

and usegroups, web auctions, aggregating channels, interactive applications,

webinars, instant messaging systems [Kopera, 2009a, p. 422; Woodcock, Green,

Starkey, 2011, p. 64; Baird, Parasnis, 2011a, p. 4].

Very important, and distinctive feature of SM (in relation to most other ICTs)

are web communities, that can be defined as “a collective group of entities, individ-

uals or organizations that come together either temporarily or permanently

through an electronic medium to interact in a common problem or interest space”

[Plant, 2004]. Social media enable and facilitate emerging and functioning of web

communities through different tools for communication, collaboration, resource

sharing, etc. From business innovation point of view virtual community can be

viewed as:

– tacit and explicit knowledge repository,

– test bed for idea verification, and

– target for innovation dissemination and promotion.

With regard to enterprise borders virtual community can be located outside

the company (involving customers, suppliers, partners), within the company

(community of employees) or it may be cross-border group involving employees

and external actors. Location of virtual community and supporting SM (together

with SM type) will determine: the scope and differentiation of available knowl-

edge and information, control over innovation processes and their results, ease of

knowledge access and retrieval, outreach of innovations, etc.
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Although the most popular applications of SM for business purposes are in

marketing area with the aim to foster customer engagement, those instruments

can be also utilized in “innovation oriented” activities, like search for opportunities

for customer insights and cocreation [Baird, Parasnis, 2011b, p. 4] also in form of

community based innovation contests [Bullinger et al., 2010], knowledge mana-

gement [Kopera, 2009b], employee communication [Barker, 2008], learning

[Leino, Tanhua-Piiroinen, Sommers-Piiroinen, 2012; Jussila, Kärkkäinen, Leino,

2012] or straightforward open innovation processes [West, Gallagher, 2006].

The analysis of usability of SM for innovation purposes should begin with

short overview of the role of all kinds of ICT in business, most of the research pub-

lications in this area does not differentiate solutions, or – even if they do – they still

treat them as one category with the common features (what can be misleading).

Although ICT utilization in innovation had been empirical fact for a long time,

it appeared “officially” in fifth generation innovation model described by R. Roth-

well in the early 90th of the XX century as a tool increasing speed and efficiency of

product development activities within the innovation network [Hobday, 2005, p.

126]. The main role of IT was then automation and speeding up innovation pro-

cesses. This attitude persisted over many years, to some extent successfully

supporting reengineering, and other initiatives.

Actually ICT represents innovation supporting potential in 3 basic fields: in-

formation management [Lazoi et al., 2011, p. 399], knowledge management and

learning [Gummesson, 2012, p. 189; Lazoi et al., 2011, pp. 398–399] and coopera-

tion supporting and relationships building [Najda-Janoszka, 2010, s. 59; Kohta-

mäki et al., 2012, p. 1299, 1301].

However those issues are quite controversial. Many authors have pointed out

barriers in ICT application to innovation-related processes [Warner, Witzel,

2005], which are related to:

– standardization and structuring requirement – often required for effective

transformation and maintenance in different IT systems, makes it more suit-

able for standard, operational information exchange than for supporting new

solutions and developments [Baraldi, Nadin, 2006, p. 1114],

– information stickiness – difficulties and costs related to information retrieval,

transfer and application in new place [Hippel, 1994, p. 429],

– strong internal ICT competencies as prerequisite for ICT utilization to inno-

vation process support [Hobday, 2005, p. 129].

All those objections seem deeply reasonable in technical context in which

they were rooted (technically advanced solutions, often based on ERP logic, with

high integration between subsystems)2. However they (mostly) do not apply to so-
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cial media which: are (generally) not expensive, do not require deep technical

knowledge to be used effectively, operate on low-structured information and are

easily accessible. As they are based on the internet and internet based platforms,

they give also open access for all potential actors without system pre-integration

as requirement. Information flow is rather informal, what stimulates more open

and intimate relationships between partners, enabling transfer of different types of

knowledge.

Of course their main function of SM is not automation and speeding up infor-

mation flow in innovation process (as it was in case of “traditional” ICTs), but still

their innovation supporting potential can be analyzed in the previously mentioned

dimensions: information management, knowledge management and learning and

relationship management (figure 1).

Figure 1. Model of the influence of SM on innovation processes

Source: Own elaboration.

As an example of ICT social media are primarily information processes sup-

porters. Information on SM is rather: informal, general and context embedded

(extraction and interpretation is required if it is to be utilized in innovation pro-

cesses), and – mostly – user generated (what makes it difficult to control by other

participants of information process). SM-supported information flow influences

relationship management, knowledge transfer and learning, and directly

innovation process on every stage.

Knowledge management and learning are crucial for innovation. Utilization

of different social media in those processes has been drawing rising attention of re-

searchers. SM give wide access to the knowledge of external partners, what is cru-

cial for tourism enterprises facing internal knowledge shortage. Searching for in-
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sights and new knowledge can be based external travelers’ forums, expert blogs, or

blogs/community portals of other actors – educational institutions, governmen-

tal/selfgovernmental bodies, technology suppliers or even competitors

(benchmarking). SM are communicative and collaborative media. They require

competencies in their utilization both from the enterprise – that searches for and

extracts information and knowledge – but also external partners – information and

knowledge providers. If SM are to become mainstream (or at least important) me-

dium in tourism education and dissemination of tourism research results institu-

tions have to work out new, and effective methods of their application for

innovation fostering.

Relationship building is probably the most widely recognized aspect of SM

utilization, mostly due to relationship marketing. Of course the focal point of mar-

keting literature is to increase effectiveness of marketing functions through the

use of new and diversified communication and distribution channels. SM is seen

here as the element of marketing and process innovation. A very significant dis-

cussion is run currently on Social CRM – customer relationship management sup-

ported by social media [Greenberg, 2010; Baird, Parasnis, 2011a]. However close

and trust-based relationships with external actors open channels for innovation,

knowledge and information flow, as well as enhances cooperation between par-

tners, what may result in innovations created and introduced.

Conclusion

Social media are well known examples of consumer technology, with great tour-

ism innovation potential, that is utilized in limited extent. For various reasons so-

cial media are very promising as far as “repairing innovation defectiveness in tour-

ism” is concerned: they give access to vast volume of knowledge accumulated in

online communities, are easily accessible and well known by rising group of em-

ployees, do not require extended technical knowledge, or IT investments. What is

more: they are versatile and can be applied and utilized by tourist enterprises in-

ternally as well as in innovation-related interactions with their environment: tour-

ists, suppliers, public and local administration, clusters or educational and R&D

sector. For the last groups SM create new channels for knowledge dissemination.

However SM differ from traditional ICTs substantially. It means that the rules

of their effective utilization for tourism innovation-fostering purposes are still to

be developed, verified and described. There is a number of research questions to

be answered. Some of the important (from tourism innovativeness point of view)

albeit general questions are listed below:
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1. How SMTE utilize SM to manage information, exchange knowledge, learn and

build relations with different groups of stakeholders (internally and exter-

nally) considering specific features of different SM tools and relationship

types?

2. What are the main determinants/barriers for effective SM application for in-

novation support?

3. How can SM be applied to foster knowledge transfer from R&D and educa-

tional institutions to enterprises?

Answers to those questions should create framework for understanding of the

role of SM in innovation processes (not only in tourism sector), and enable formu-

lating practical recommendations for SMTE and cocreators of regional coopera-

tion and transfer (info)space.
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Chapter 8

Alignment IT-business by defining needs
as the key to success IT projects

Monika Woźniak

Introduction

The evolution of IT ends the stage of supporting the organizational structure and

functioning of businesses only. Technological progress, internetization, digitaliza-

tion, changing of market conditions, legal requirements, etc. made IT deep rooted

into organizations and their mechanisms of action. Increasingly it begins to be one

of bloodstream with business processes.

Today, success can therefore guarantee proper interaction of IT-business. In

the era of popularization projects, including IT projects should be to focus on the

appropriate coordination IT projects undertaken with the elaboration of business

strategies.

The study made it possible to specify a key area in projects for the above is-

sues. It is the phase of defining needs. In the light of the forecasts of the IT evolu-

tion one should look at this stage in other way, than just through the prism of guid-

ance from the standards and methodologies for IT project management. Refining

and creating new, more flexible methodologies, activity-based standards and cer-

tification, and the use of modern technologies and tools, did not bring in fact the

expected results. Appears need for a broader and deeper look at this stage in the

project. The study was directed at finding bugs and the elements for inclusion in

the proper implementation of this phase. This was done in the context of evolu-

tionary trends1. There was a need to pay attention not so much on the same meth-

odology for IT, but at their use, and aspects of human factors (often marginalized

in the process of IT).

Research related to the phase of defining the needs of IT projects are part of

the research of the critical success factors of IT projects conducted by the author.

Research path based on the exploration and analysis of the literature, the results of

current research reports, the information from industry symposiums, project doc-

umentation and conclusions obtained from empirical studies.

1 Determined based on data from: PMR Report, IT market in Poland 2011. Development forecasts
for 2011–2015; Forrester Research Report 2012; Conference Smart PM, Kraków, march 2013.



The subject of empirical studies were cases for IT projects conducted in the

SME sector in Poland in 2011–2012. The research method used interview for the

IT teams [Silverman, 2006] and observation in the area – the client and its place in

IT projects [Hennink et al., 2010]. Projects were carried out by various methodol-

ogies (with classic and agile group or other individual). Important for the research

was to capture the project in its initial stage – the stage of defining needs. After ini-

tial research the correctness could be indicate – superiority of unilateral approach

to the problem of defining the needs of IT projects, regardless of the methodology

used.

This chapter presents the lessons learned from these areas of research (litera-

ture, reports, symposia, project’s documentation, empirical research).

1. Alignment IT-business

Alignment IT-business by Professor Jerry N. Luftman2 is “the use of IT in an ap-

propriate way and in due time, in harmony with the strategy, objectives and busi-

ness needs” [Luftman, 2003]. This brief definition is in all aspects of the problems

associated with the integration of IT strategy with business strategy. These in-

clude alignment among other things: technology, work organization, processes,

human factors, communication processes.

It is important to understand alignment as an ongoing process, rather than any

particular stage of development of the organization. In the alignment is entered

following the changes in the environment, enterprise and technology. It can and

should also result from the prospective thinking about changes.

Alignment IT-business should be seen in the context of integration between

two planes: matching IT to business and business to IT fit. Matching IT to the bu-

siness is focused on supporting business strategies through broadly understood

information technology. Fitting business to IT whereas allows you to modify busi-

ness strategies based on properly selected information technology. Each of these

planes carried out separately does not create the added value of being able to bring

their mutual interaction [Kubiak, Korowicki, 2009]. Moreover, building align-

ment on the basis of the two planes interaction enhances the organization with

new competencies distinguishing it from a business point of view [ISACA, 2012].

In addition, the role of IT in the process of alignment will be working out

transformational applications and infrastructure associated with them which will

change models competing companies.
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Forrester Research report points out, that only 12% of organizations in Poland

in their business strategy is based on alignment IT-business [Forrester Research,

2012]. Other entities lack of communication at the crossroads of IT-business. Ac-

cording to the Strategic Alignment Maturity Model (SAMM) four key factors

negatively affect or make impossible adaptation of IT-business. These include the

lack of [Brier et al., 1999]:

– close relationship between business and IT,

– prioritizing IT initiatives, and failure to comply with obligations,

– understanding for business from IT,

– leadership abilities among IT managers.

At the core of the above factors is the lack of partnership, communication and

skills for effective exchange of views, identifying and understanding the needs. On

the IT side there is a lack of awareness of business objectives, and on the part of

business – lack of understanding for IT and its specifics [Holtsnider, Jaffe, 2010].

It is therefore important promoting cultural understanding, sharing of knowledge

and experience of IT and business representatives. Only through the ability to

proper defining the needs, IT can become a partner in the creation of business

value, and the company gain new competitive quality.

The starting point for entities should therefore be to determine the actual de-

gree of matching IT-business for their organization and functioning in the context

of broadly understood environment [Chan, Reich, 2007]. Then, specify the target

possible to achieve in a specific time horizon, level alignment. It should be the re-

sult of interaction business objectives and IT of the organization. Determination of

target level help planning appropriate projects run and defining the needs trans-

lated to the objectives, scope, project plan.

In the context of alignment IT-business, it is important source of initialization

needs. It may be three areas:

– IT,

– business strategy,

– interaction of IT-business.

The first two gives a flattened image needs. The same IT can generate needs

embedded in the latest trends of technology, but inadequate in to the real needs of

the organization. Frequently the result of this source of initiating needs are IT

products or services whose functionality is used at 20% [Gartner, 2012]. Directing

to existing the business strategy whereas results so passive approach to defining

needs. It does not include the potential of innovative new technologies and capa-

bilities of transformation the structures and activities aimed at improving the max-

imum to improve the functioning of the organization.

Only needs stemming from the interaction of IT-business form the basis of

proper defining needs. In this perspective, the defining needs should be seen as
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a process rather than a closed stage. Its result will be a complex, multifaceted, for-

ward-looking and open specification needs.

2. Defining needs – initial phase

Defining needs is closely related to the determination of the subject, purposes,

scope and IT project plan and at a later stage of derivative elements [Frame, 2001].

This issue should be given enough time and enough space in the project, to be able

to accurately and correctly identify and describe all the needs in the area.

The most common mistakes are:

– acceptance needs such as client expresses it,

– acceptance needs such as project team sees them,

– incomplete definition of needs,

– internal lack of clarity in defining – superficial and poorly defined needs,

– too short a time planned for this stage,

– lack of awareness, commitment and/or experience on one or both sides (the

project team/client).

The above-mentioned approaches only lead to superficial and incomplete

specification of needs, often simply wrong [Jackson, 1995].

Defining needs should therefore be seen as a complex, multi-step, staggered

process. It requires both expertise, but also openness, mindfulness, commitment

and experience. The best results also bring the ability to select and support this

process, adequate methods and techniques of psychological and social. Recom-

mendations are determined on the basis of experience gained from defining needs.

As a result of studies were identified additional important issues in this area:

– necessity to engage all stakeholders in the process of defining the needs (initi-

ators, implementers, recipients, developers support mechanisms),

– making sure at every step of the process that all parties understand in the same

way given the need (so clarification of communication),

– creation multi-threaded and multi-faceted descriptions for the needs per-

ceived differently by each party,

– at this stage avoidance flattener needs, making their hierarchy or premature to

propose solutions.

This approach to defining needs will allow for precise and detailed to deter-

mine the purpose of the IT project. This in turn will result in the correct specifica-

tion of the functional and technical requirements. The term “correct specification”

is understood as a specification takes into account the real needs (resulting from

defining stage) and adequate and optimal solutions for them [Gottesdiener, 2002].
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Important in defining needs is also the fact of their volatility [Frame, 2002]. It

can result from various factors such as market conditions, legal changes, budget,

changes in technology and human factors considerations. Therefore, important

are: close cooperation between IT and business, continuous monitoring of changes

and on the basis of creation a broader perspective of future environment

[Wyatt-Haines, 2007]. These actions will enable to minimize deviations between

the defined and actual needs.

Defining needs is one of the most important stages of the project. It provides

the basis for determining the subject, purposes and scope of the project. These ele-

ments, in turn, translate into a project plan. Plan in its assumption determines the

most effective ways of delivering specified needs [Shim et al., 2010]. Therefore,

any error or irregularity in the area of defining needs a significantly burden the

project plan. Any change in the area of needs translates into the necessity changes

to the project plan. This may entail exceeded the accepted dates, budget, scope,

quality requirements, etc. These dependencies are the cause of failures of projects.

The correct approach to the identification of needs, therefore, is to take into

account the above-mentioned aspects. This will allow the proper definition of the

subject, purposes and scope of the project and the construction plan, which is the

derivative. In this way targeted actions should reflect the interaction of IT-busi-

ness, increase the success rate of projects in order to create new value for the orga-

nization [Ireland, 2011].

3. Well-defined needs and alignment IT-business

The consequence of well-defined needs should achieve the desired alignment

IT-business. This statement assumes, of course, flawless implementation of stages

following the definition of needs phase. Implementation in accordance with the

procedures adopts methodology. They can come here yet questions the appropri-

ateness of the methodology to such items as: the specificity of the project imple-

mented, the team executing the project, the type of customer [Woźniak, 2012].

This chapter shows how a well-implemented needs definition phase resulting in

further steps aimed in the direction of the interaction, and better alignment IT-bu-

siness [Kralewski, 2012].

It should be noted that in this area may exist specific coupling between three

elements: IT, business strategy and interaction IT-business strategy and the qual-

ity of the generated needs and their results (table 1).
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Table 1. Elements initiating needs vs. the quality of the generated needs and their results

Element initiating
the need

The generated needs The effect of meeting the needs

IT (sector,
company,
department)

– the latest technological and func-
tional solutions,

– standard IT solutions,

– unsuited to real business needs,

– not having a business justification

– overpriced IT infrastructure,

– untapped functionality and tech-
nical resources,

– lack of full and consistent support
of business needs,

– certificates, standards and training
which have no impact on the or-
ganizational structure and busi-
ness activities

Business strategy – unsuited to current technological
solutions,

– under-performing IT capabilities

– passive mapping the organiza-
tional and functional structure,

– lack of improvements through
modern technological solutions,

– not comply with the applicable
standards

The interaction of
IT-business
strategy

– compromise,

– complete,

– following the new technology
and simultaneously consistent
with the real needs business,

– optimizing organizational and
functional structure of the com-
pany and its IT infrastructure

– support business activities
through appropriate technological
solutions,

– comply with the applicable stan-
dards,

– modification of organization and
functioning of the company by
coupling IT-business strategy,

– competitiveness and innovation,

– flexible response to changes in
environment

Source: Own elaboration.

Most mature and best solutions in terms of alignment IT-business has been

initiated by the needs generated on the basis of interactions of IT-business strat-

egy. Other elements – the same area of IT or business strategy, without mutual co-

operation, will always generate a picture of the needs affected by errors. Imple-

mentation as defined needs will bring IT products and IT services functionalities

inadequate to the actual business requirements.

The next step after a detailed clarification of needs of all stakeholders should

be:

– identify the needs from the perspective of the individual structures,

– comprehensive look at the defining of needs – from the perspective of all lev-

els of the organization,

– imposition obtained images of needs in order to establish a complex, multi-

-faceted, but a consistent definition of the needs of the organization.

Here you can also follow the decisions that need to be rejected, and that imple-

mented in the IT project. Elements that help in the selection of needs will be:
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– business objectives, which are to serve,

– resources which the company has (technical, human specialists, knowledge

and skills, financial),

– costs of their implementation in the framework of the IT project.

Should be eliminate any conflict between the needs, determine interdepen-

dencies (if there are), the hierarchy of importance and to relate them to business

purposes which they are intended.

A very important issue that has emerged in the process of ongoing research is

the issue of support for the project by the human factor [Langer, Yorks, 2013].

Problems of supporting IT projects are already achieved during the definition

phase, and then effecting the whole process and the success of IT projects. What in

the future the various departments and their employees will provide to support

[Bhatia, 2013] depend on their involvement in the definition phase needs, due to

consideration for their points of view and understanding of the needs and aware-

ness of the co-developed a comprehensive picture of needs. Each organization will

be task-oriented units and quickly providing support for new ventures, as well as

those who are distanced and slowly accept the changes [Burke, 2008]. Deepened

research in this area led to the identification of important factors contributing to

insufficient involvement or lack of them. These are: a sense of temporariness of

work in the project and lack of success of the project translating to the personal

benefits. It is important to capture it early in the project (which is to define the

needs) and use of such techniques and methods that allow for the inclusion in the

process of less engaged employees. Not marginalizing their role and their point of

view turned out to be crucial for the completeness of the image of needs and suc-

cess of the project.

Figure 1 is a pictorial show of the essence of properly performing definition

phase of needs and its impact on the further stages of the IT project.
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Figure 1. Defining needs in IT project

Source: Own elaboration.

Interrelation of elements and arrangement in the form of a circle indicates the

cyclical nature of once begun the process of defining needs – based interaction of

IT-business. Thanks to the openness of the organization to this process, IT-busi-

ness alignment can become an integral part of the company‘s business strategy.

Conclusion

The issues of defining needs is one of the stages of every IT project. In the context

of alignment IT-business and their interaction it should be that area that needs

special attention. Awareness of its impact on the further implementation and suc-

cess of IT projects implies a need for research in this direction and solutions for

the proper understanding and conduct of this phase of the project. Works carried
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by the author of research have shown that the answers is not to be found in the

same methodologies and technical tools. The chapter suggests, therefore, the ne-

cessity to pay attention to ways of their use and aspects related to human factors

(often marginalized in the process of IT), as an opportunity to join the alignment

IT-business. It is another author’s study, created on the basis of research on the

critical success factors for IT projects.

The success of IT projects is not possible without redefine the needs specifica-

tion phase in the context of the significance of alignment IT-business and the ne-

cessity of mutual interaction. Of course, the final result of the IT project (its im-

pact on the functioning of the organization) will depend largely on the

understanding of the changes, the rate of acceptance and ability to effectively use

them. This becomes more important phase defining the needs and care of commit-

ment to the process of all employees in the organization. Developing a culture in

the company, which is based on effective communication, collaboration and team-

work, will be supporting feature.

Sector, company or IT department must also transform in the process of tran-

sition from the function of the support to the role of a business partner. This trans-

formation should occur both in the mentality of IT staff (training, selection of ap-

propriate IT leaders) and the entire organization. Only building of IT

infrastructure-based projects involving alignment IT-business, will enable the ef-

fective functioning, keep up with the market and be competitive. This approach

assumes a continuous evolution in the field of IT and business strategies through

their mutual interaction.
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Chapter 9

Relational Capital as the Organizational
Structure Transformation Driver

Kazimierz Perechuda, Iwona Chomiak-Orsa, Wojciech B. Cieśliński

Introduction

Relational capital is a relatively new management tool, exemplifying a trend to

achieve economic success through playing the organization’s intangible assets.

The organizational lifecycle reduction implies the search for new stimuli and

solutions determining an instant market success. Many owners of organizations

hold development of relational networks to be one of the significant guarantees of

market success. Such an approach to market prospects determines management

models to address the special role of intangible assets and in particular – that of re-

lational capital. What is more, contemporary organizations, with their blurred

boundaries and networking-based operations, aiming for flexibility of relation-

ships, consider relational capital to be a very special asset – not only a market ac-

tivity driver, but also as a determinant influencing the shape of organizational

relationships.

In the area of organizational management, the problem of relational capital

management is regarded as a marginal issue, its role in development of the organi-

zation in terms of the impact on the organizational structure being entirely

disregarded.

Therefore the authors, through scientific exploration in the field of literature

survey, discussions on scientific seminars, as well as the research work in organi-

zations, have recognized the need to bring up the problem of identifying the role of

relational capital in development and transformation of organizational structures

and the directions of its influence.

1. Stages of developing relations in an organization

The structure of any organization depends on the network of relations between

stakeholders within it (consubstantial stakeholders [Chomiak-Orsa, 2013]), as

well as between its contractual stakeholders.



The process of relations development is permanent. Any organization follow-

ing market rules and pursuing maximum economic effects, as well as a non-profit

organization, enters into relations, thereby determining the process of relational

capital building. In literature and in practice as well, most attention is paid to the

problems of developing relational capital in the area of the so-called client capital

[Mikuła, 2006, p. 161] or relational rent earning [Cygler, 2009, p. 77]. These cate-

gories are related to analysis of the perspective of relations between the organiza-

tion and its environment – in a narrower or broader meaning, while remarkably lit-

tle attention is given to the importance of relations inside the organization. Yet,

only conscious management and development of relations inside the organization

can bring any effects in the long-term relational capital development.

When analysing the process of establishing and developing relations with

stakeholders, a sequence of stages can be defined for each elementary relation.

These stages should comprise specific tasks that contribute to achievement of or-

ganization’s specific results. Table 1 presents the stages, the tasks and the results

expected from the process of developing relations.

Table 1. Stages of developing relations between the organization and its stakeholders

Tasks Methods Results

STAGE I: Establishing relations

– analyse options to establish
relations,

– assess relations form the
strategic management per-
spective,

– establish aware groups of
personnel responsible for
effecting and creating busi-
ness relations

– strategic plenary sessions
with the strategic and tactic
level management,

– employee participation in
establishing relations,

– sessions and seminars with
employees, to build aware-
ness and motivate to action

– relations structured and pri-
oritized in terms of their im-
portance for the
organization,

– influence of specific stake-
holder groups identified,

– organizational strategy re-
viewed in terms of the rela-
tional context,

– employees awareness and
engagement built

STAGE II: Arrangements – formalizing

– evaluate organization’s pre-
paredness to implement the
relational capital strategy,

– identify gaps and inconsis-
tency of actions,

– evaluate the organizational
system,

– implement the necessary
system solutions

– analysis of organization’s
approved strategies,

– review of system solutions
that can be anticipated,

– employee surveys,

– the organization’s manage-
ment system evaluated,

– algorithms of new relations
developed along with the
methods of implementing
these into the day-to-day
activity,
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Tasks Methods Results

STAGE III: Development strategy

– review and evaluate the ex-
isting relations,

– benchmark the existing so-
lutions,

– plan changes and imple-
mentation of new relations

– business process mapping
tools

– meetings with stakeholders,

– relations evaluation ques-
tionnaires,

– dialogue with stakeholders,

– sessions with stakeholders

– relations analysed and eval-
uated,

– best practices implemented,

– priorities for stakeholder-re-
lated actions set,

– stakeholder groups defined,

– strategies and action plans
approved,

STAGE IV: Building trust

– develop standards for stake-
holder contacts,

– set goals for relations,

– make employees aware of
their roles and responsibil-
ity for relational capital de-
velopment,

– identify problem areas and
issues in the relations being
designed,

– establish assets access rules
for stakeholders

– direct meetings with stake-
holders,

– using technology in order to
improve accessibility and
facilitate stakeholder com-
munication,

– workshops,

– experimental meetings with
stakeholders,

– establishing a dialogue,

– identifying possible solu-
tions to problem situations
and issues

– improved accessibility of in-
formation to organization’s
stakeholders,

– trust in business contacts
built,

– stakeholder relations estab-
lished and strengthened,

– stakeholder contacts inte-
grated,

– innovative solutions for
stakeholders to participate
in relations development,

– organization’s reputation
enhanced

STAGE V: Evaluation

– define the method for and
the scope of evaluating
stakeholder relation satis-
faction,

– define the relations audit
scope,

– indentify failures,

– develop a method for cor-
recting failures,

– stakeholder audit,

– internal dialogue system,

– relation evaluation forms

– procedures for establishing
and maintaining relations
formalized,

– regular communication
channels for maintenance of
relations established,

– a system for creating orga-
nization and stakeholder
value defined

STAGE VI: Cyclical improvement

– duplicate the procedures,

– identify and eliminate fail-
ures,

– improve relations on a con-
tinual basis

– cyclical meetings and work-
shops with stakeholders,

– periodical assessments of
relations quality conducted
by stakeholders,

– cyclical modification of re-
lations improves quality of
relations and rises employee
awareness of the relational
capital development impor-
tance to the organization

Source: Own elaboration based on: [Svendsen, 1998, p. 66; Klimas, 2011].

The organization’s relational capital drivers can be categorized into three

groups, depending on the degree of correlation between the organization and the

stakeholder group determining the relation. With this approach to categorization

of determinants, the following distinction can be adopted:

– directly dependent determinants,
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– indirectly dependent determinants,

– independent determinants.

Figure 1 illustrates relations between various determinants originating in vari-

ous stakeholder groups and the organization’s relational capital.

Figure 1. Stakeholder groups determining relational capital in a virtualizing organization

Source: Own elaboration.

Stakeholders actions are contributing to development of bi-polar forces influ-

encing the situation. The internal (consubstantial) stakeholders are determining

the quality of relations inside the organization first of all. The process of relational

capital management with an in-house focus leads to development of relationships

inside the organization representing some pre-defined values. In the context of

global economy and market exchange which occurs increasingly in the

cyberspace, any management of relational capital in a client-oriented manner is

possible only through developing strong and long-term trust-based relations

between the organization’s consubstantial stakeholders.

On the other hand, the opportunities offered by technological developments

contribute to disintegration of relationships inside organizations. Such phenom-

ena as virtual project teams and telecommuting weaken the ties between various

actors within an organization. Hence, contemporary organizations should per-

ceive relational capital as a bi-polar driver for creating or strengthening their

structures on the one hand, and on the other – as a catalyst for inappropriate or

week organizational arrangements.
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2. Relations as a driver affecting organizational structures

There are always some types of relations (integrating forces) hidden within every

structure – otherwise no structure could come into existence. This rule applies

also to classical organizational theories, where a company was regarded as

a monolith generating revenue and profit from a skilful selection and allocation of

means of production (figure 2).

Figure 2. External and internal relations as centripetal forces

Source: Own elaboration.

Certainly, relations are intrinsically bidirectional. But under the conditions of

low turbulence in the company external and internal environment, the amplitude

of their oscillation is low (barely perceivable, just as the butterfly touch), thus

causing an illusion of permanence and regularity of production processes, conti-

nuity, supply and sale.

At the same time, their centripetal influence is prevailing here, which means

that the purpose of relations with stakeholders in the environment and internal ac-

tors (managers and personnel) is to build internal consistency through unidirec-

tional aspiration of tangible assets, people and capital from the environment.

In modern management theories, conceptions and models, especially in a net-

working and virtual organization, the situation looks entirely differently.

Here, we are dealing with the following types of reorientation (figure 3):

– from the inside towards the environment,

– from tangible to intangible assets,

– from selling products and services to transferring information and knowledge,
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– from classic structures (linear, top-down, linear mixed with top-down, divi-

sional) to dispersed structures (network, virtual, fractal, agile, flat, hybrid,

etc.),

– from vertical to horizontal structures,

– from structure to network.

Modern network corporations are hardly identifiable entities, which means

that their capital, personal, communication, R&D, market and even produc-

tion-related relations (with short series, new products, one-off services, made to

order, unique, etc.) are totally stretched out and blurred.

Figure 3. Centrifugal relations in a network organization

Source: Own elaboration.

The example presented above illustrates how the nature of relations alters

from the employer – employee (superior – inferior) arrangement to the company –

company arrangement, thereby causing:

– depersonalization of interpersonal contacts,

– increased intensity of negotiations and communication on the intangible value

chain,

– atrophy of distinct decision-making centres,

– dispersion of informational assets and knowledge,

– increased difficulty of acquiring information and knowledge required.

The network organization model (figure 2) leads to the following conclusions:

– prevalence of centrifugal relational tendencies,
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– the binding force is the concealed concentration of key competences (only for

the “initiate”, the “insiders”: some of the company co-owners, key coaches and

managers),

– oscillations on the relation lines are oriented towards “reaching” knowledge is-

lands,

– the knowledge islands are subject to continual process of gaining autonomy, to

complete separation from the network (e.g. W3 in WOT).

The above implies that a network organization is a relational, ever expanding

structure. The only way to prevent disintegration of a network of this type is per-

manent development of key knowledge (competence) redundancy.

3. Relational capital strategy in the process of organization
virtualization

The context of relational capital role in gaining competitive advantage makes rela-

tional capital to be increasingly taken into consideration as an element of building

the organizational strategy. Modern strategies emphasize the importance of the

organizational actors co-operation. Another, very important cause of addressing

relational capital in management strategies is the information and communication

technology revolution, which depreciated the relevance of borders and geograph-

ical barriers to business activities [Castells, 2000, p. 18; Pańkowska, 2011, pp.

153–157].

An analysis of the business processes prospects and the way how technologies

can be used to improve them reveals that the growth of organizations’ competitive

power should stem from optimization of internal business processes. Namely

these processes should determine and build the organization’s positive image and

this in turn should translate directly into enhancement of the organizations’

competitive advantage.

Figure 4 shows how the relational capital development adds to the competi-

tive advantage growth.
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Figure 4. The role of relational capital in the growth of organization’s competitive advantage

Source: Own elaboration.

Its is the context of situation that determines the extent to which various cate-

gories influence the relational capital value [Krupski, 2009, pp. 188–190]. Figure

5 shows the process of generating the organizational strategy of using relational

assets in the context of subjective values that can be taken by categories character-

izing various relations. The qualities of relations that should be filtered in the con-

text of strategy development, are most typically connected with the high level of

information exchange between the actors participating in these relations. Mean-

while, the relational strategy effectiveness depends on such determinants as trust

and stability of relations, which can be achieved solely through equally strong

commitment of all business actors to the relations they participate in [Czakon,

2010, pp. 16–21].

Figure 5. Filtering the key values that describe relations in the context of relational assets
strategy development

Source: Own elaboration.
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Using elements of the relational assets theory when developing the relational

strategy, it is possible to describe and model each relation being established in the

organization through the prism of such categories as:

– the actor participating in the relation,

– the purpose of the relation,

– the form of the relation [Wit 2007, pp. 217–249].

Hence, when developing the organization’s strategy resulting from the rela-

tional assets theory, identification and analysis of stakeholders needs in terms of

the relation purpose development should be taken as a starting point. Most typi-

cally, the following methods are used in the organization stakeholders analysis:

– the stakeholder map [Freeman, 1984],

– the M. Johnson and K. Scholes matrix [Johnson, Scholes, 1999],

– organization’s key strategic partners profile analysis [Lisiński, 2004, pp.

86–87].

In modern, integrated IT systems, file directories containing information on

organization’s all stakeholder groups are created, thereby enabling initiation and

intensification of activities contributing to development and strengthening of rela-

tions between the stakeholders and the organization. One of the most typical ex-

amples is sending birthday wishes to the organization’s employees, as well as to its

supplier or client contacts [Kasiewicz, Rogowski, Kiciński, 2006, p. 59].

To develop an effective strategy that will contribute to creating benefits re-

sulting from development of relational capital, an organization needs to develop

methods for identifying sources of this capital, as well as tools for measuring it.

But in the business practice this is a serious problem, as no standards for measur-

ing organizations’ relational capital have been provided so far [Michalczuk, 2009,

p. 71].

4. Process approach to relational capital management

Process approach is one of directions that can be chosen in relational capital mana-

gement. The process approach idea in organizational management allows for

a more precise focusing on selected processes of establishing, stabilizing, improv-

ing and evaluating relations.

Characteristics elements of process approach include customer focus, concen-

tration on value-adding activities, elimination of activities that do not add value, as

well as optimization of processes from the perspective of customer expectations.

Each process should have its owner. Moreover, process approach develops and

improves structures, thereby allowing for horizontal communication, going be-
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yond functional areas whose role amounts to providing specialists in the task-re-

lated fields, while using relevant expertise and experience at the selected moment

of the process implementation. [Cieśliński, 2011, p. 39].

The process approach concept is inseparable from organizational develop-

ment towards process focus. It is defined as in internal manifestation of transfor-

mations enabling seamless transition of a functional organization, through process

orientation, to event orientation. The organizational development cycle has three

phases (figure 6):

1. Changes enabling transition from functional orientation to process orienta-

tions.

2. Changes enabling development and improvement of the process-oriented

structures and management systems.

3. Changes enabling event orientation [Cieśliński, 2009].

Figure 6. Company orientation models in theoretical terms

Source: [Cieśliński, 2009].

The use of process approach in relational capital management can multiply

the effectiveness of organizational structures modelling. Preparing assumptions

and guidelines for relations being established facilitates monitoring of both the

centripetal and centrifugal effects caused by relational capital.

Conclusion

The purpose of the authors has been to emphasize the role of relational capital in

processes of the modern organizational structures transformation. The consider-

ations presented here cover the first stage of the research exploration planned by

the authors. Linking up relational capital management with formation and im-

provement of organizational structures is a very innovative approach in the field of

organizational management methods.

Hence, for the next stage, a survey in a selected group of companies is planned.

The focus will be on identifying the relations between relational capital manage-

ment and transformation of organizational structures.
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Identification of the relational capital parameters determining transformation

of organizational structures and their impact can become an extremely interesting

field of study in the area of organizational management and improvement.
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Chapter 10

The impact of IT Culture on IT Alignment

Dariusz Kralewski

Introduction

Technology is the fastest growing field today [Holtsnider, Jaffe, 2010]. Fusion of

business and IT becomes a key issue for competitiveness. IT resources support the

acquisition of information, its circulation, processing and exchange [Wrycza,

2011]. Without a properly tailored IT to the needs of company, it is not able to op-

timally achieve business objectives [Chan, Reich, 2007]. IT alignment is one of the

domains of IT Governance [ISACA, 2005]. IT alignment in a number of scientific

studies is associated with the IT Strategic Alignment. Authors in earlier works put

attention to the fact that the IT Strategic Alignment is not enough. To complete

fusion of business and IT it is necessary a high assessment of maturity at three lev-

els – individual, operational and strategic. To simplify the interpretation of matu-

rity on these three levels of introduced gradation – islands, recognition, collabora-

tion, alignment and fusion. The combination of three levels with five named stages

created (named by the authors) three-dimensional matrix of IT alignment. In this

chapter the authors presents some mechanisms of bottom-up implementation of

IT alignment.

1. Three levels of IT alignment

Benbya and McKelvey came up with a model which highlights the relevance of

analyzing the relationship between Business and IT (Horizontal Alignment) but

also the need to reconcile the views at different levels of analysis (Vertical Align-

ment). This model is shown in the enclosed. Further, they redefine alignment as

follows: “Alignment is a continuous coevolutionary process that reconciles

top-down ‘rational designs’ and bottom-up ‘emergent processes’ of consciously

and coherently interrelating all components of Business/IS relationships at three

levels of analysis (strategic, operational and individual) in order to contribute to an

organization’s performance over time” [Benbya, McKelvey, 2006].



Figure 1. Coevolutionary IS Alignment

Source: [Benbya, McKelvey, 2006].

Their framework suggests the coevolution of IS with the organization at three

levels:

1. Strategic Level – coevolving IS and business strategies. This cannot be

achieved just by relying on top-down planning with little emphasis on the

emergent nature and necessity of bottom-up planning for alignment.

2. Operational Level – coevolving IS and Business departments. Business man-

agers and IS planners are unable to express themselves in common language.

In short, they do not understand each other’s complexities. Therefore, tightly

aligned business and IS domains need continuous coordination and communi-

cation between the two poles of the duality, Business and IS. In order to

achieve this, both Business and IS must form effective collaborative partner-

ships at all levels. Only through continuous adjustments between the two

entities – Business and IS – alignment can be sustained.

3. Individual Level – coevolving IS infrastructure with individual users’ needs.

Users do not hold the same view of themselves that IS analysts do, and they do

not like to be referred to as users. They do not even think of themselves as pri-

marily having anything to do with the computer at all. They see themselves as

professionals, working with others, and using computers in support of these

interactions. Within a typical firm, individuals rarely have the opportunity to

choose the system they use. As users become competent in using an IS, they

often see new ways of doing things and dream up new things to do with the IS.

These new ideas change the organization and its perception of what is re-
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quired from its IS. If these changes cannot be easily incorporated in the IS, the

users become frustrated and dissatisfied with the system. The reality is, that to

derive its expected benefits and remain aligned with users need, the IS and its

users must continually coevolve [Pettigrew, 2010].

Figure 2. Three levels of IT alignment

Source: Own elaboration.

Maturity of the IT alignment is not just a strategic maturity. To speak about

a full matching IT to the business we need to examine the level of alignment on

three levels. The individual level in the author’s opinion is of the most important

level. Users are closest to their business processes. They know best how to support

their task IT resources. The purpose of the IT department is, therefore, carefully

listen to them and support end users / customers. This upward impulse moves to

the next level - to support implementation of projects / portfolio of projects. The

projects collected in a portfolio of projects can be linked together, or do not have

nothing in common – their dependence on each other but sets out the fact that they

share the same limited resources and are committed to foster and contribute to the

strategic objectives of the institution. IT alignment at this point independently be-

gins to function at the highest level (on which focuses the majority of scientific

studies), the strategic level.

Examination the maturity of three specified levels it is therefore necessary to

determine the maturity of IT. Of course, examine all IT alignment of the tasks is

impossible. Analysis of the individual user opinion, however, gives us an outline of

an overall assessment of IT alignment at the individual level. From conversations

with individual users, outside evaluation, IT Management should gather articu-

lated ideas and apply them to improve work efficiency and better IT alignment.

Care must be taken about peace of mind of employees analyzed, so that at the time

of the interview they were not afraid to present their views on current situations
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and creative ideas have reported improved functioning and support IT. Evaluation

of IT alignment at the operational and strategic level direct is the responsibility of

the IT manager, executive managers and supervisory boards. Evaluation of matu-

rity at these levels seems to be easier to study than at the individual level.

Developed for this purpose a lot of tools.

Figure 3. IT alignment matrix

Source: Own elaboration.

2. Bottom-up IT alignment

To say that the company is at a high level of IT alignment it should have a maturity

“fusion” (or alignment) at all three levels. Having the highest level at the strategic

level is not enough. IT culture must come from the bottom [Kralewski, 2012], and

if the company has a “really live IT” and optimal use IT resources in the business it

should provide the highest degree of maturity at all three levels of IT alignment.

2.1. DMC theories

Nobel Prize in 2010, with the economy received a Peter Diamond, Dale

Mortensen and Christopher Pissarides [Nobel Prize, 2010]. The winners received

the award for the analysis of the markets in which there are “friction” (markets

with search frictions). Scientists have developed a theory that allows us to under-

stand the impact on unemployment, wages and number of vacancies could have

economic policies and regulations. They concluded that higher unemployment

benefits result in higher unemployment and longer job search. To reduce the

unemployment rate should give a better organization of individuals on

recruitment and training. This theory can also be applied to other markets, such as

real estate, may be used to include in monetary policy and regional issues.

This proven theory, in my opinion, perfectly complements the theories of IT

alignment. They prove that top-down initiatives are less effective than working at
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the individual level. Rather than spend money on the sometimes artificial divi-

sions and initiatives associated with the IT alignment it should allocate more

funds for training and IT culture. It should also improve the means of communica-

tion so that information flow was faster and comprehensive. In this idea perfectly

fits Enterprise 2.0.

2.2. Trainings

Training conducted in the company should be designed to not only improve the

hard techniques of use IT resources, but also should include soft aspects such as

creative thinking, communication, knowledge management, etc. Increased knowl-

edge users about IT systems makes:

– a better use of existing IT resources,

– psychological increase its own value in IT matters (no sense of fear regarding

IT and the mental state of an expert in matters relating to IT),

– a creative approach to problem solving using IT tools,

– no afraid to share their ideas on the use of IT resources with other employees

and managers

– IT better fit for future activities by prompt users of IT resources,

– users through self-development, the test of environment are able to give origi-

nal ideas that did not come to think of management and board of directors,

– improved resource efficiency – better motivation – in determining of IT re-

sources were taken into account the opinion of users,

– better decisions and better fit the IT strategy – greater number of experts (bu-

siness + IT department + users) are able to make better decisions.

2.3. Enterprise 2.0

Enterprise 2.0 is a new approach in which companies are beginning to provide

their employees fast, easy to use social networking tools – so that those work more

efficiently, creatively, pleasantly. All provided in a manner known with the

GoldenLine, Facebook and Wikipedia [Casarez, Cripe, Sini, Weckerle, 2008].

The effectiveness of platforms based on Web 2.0. determine three key elements.

The first element is business pulse energy. It all starts with a specific impulse

business, which is important for both regular employees and for the Board. A spe-

cific goal (challenge) is published on a platform 2.0. and becomes the spark for en-

ergy cooperation and joint development of solutions.

The second element is a healthy, unromantic innovation: the creation and im-

provement ideas. Employees and teams are induced in various ways to share good

practices in this area (e.g. competitions, through the prestigious title of expert for
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the most active employees, etc.). It is important that ideas and best practices are

rarely published in text form (people do not like to take notes). The system should

allow for example, jump start web cam, which allows for 3 minutes convincingly

tell the story of applied solutions [McAfee, 2009]. Registered ideas are available

on-line for all other users who can comment on them right away, supplement, or

even evaluate with a star (like, for example multimedia assessed on YouTube or

books in online stores). The emerging ideas of other workers tend not to remain

behind and also praised their solutions.

The third element is the emergence and recommending best practices. The

ratings and comments makes it possible to very easily identify the ideas, most

viewed, top rated and most valuable of the implementation. It is noteworthy that in

the community 2.0. all staff (and therefore the whole community) are the jurors

ideas that can help them in achieving the objectives. So here goes outdated model

of “competition for innovation” and abstract, invisible “jury” that every few

months is collect, to evaluate ideas, falling down to the mailbox. Moreover, the

platform 2.0. gives decision makers an opportunity to give a distinctive practices

and ideas of the status of recommended practices. This means that as a result of

certain groups of employees will be accounted by the managers of their use.

It is worth noting that the events in community building platforms 2.0. in the

company are not “incidental”. Movement is done on them 24 hours a day, ideas

and best practices are declared non-stop [Tapscott, 2010]. Employees can simul-

taneously share their ideas and concerns regarding the number of business priori-

ties. In addition, regularly appears in a portion of solutions and best practices from

outside – from leaders in other industries or from abroad. These external practices

and cases are edited by a team of editors and those caring for these platforms.

The effect of building community 2.0 is the overall business climate in a con-

structive, business “game pads” – elements of valuable business knowledge. Each

employee has the feeling that he has a chance to co-create business success, more

and better understand the mechanisms governing the market, besides discovering

the joy of successful struggle for the market – including, above all for the hearts

and wallets of customers.

2.4. Leadership philosophy

Nowadays, business organizations are increasingly the challenges of a changing

turbulent environment. Fewer and fewer companies operating in stable environ-

ments. This situation causes the increased need for effective leadership. Of course,

always been like that for the success of the organization was needed a leader, but

the need is becoming even more urgent in today’s environment. Organizations of-

ten become almost dependent on effective leadership.
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Definition of this type can be found very much. Initially, the leadership issue

dealt mainly with sociology and political science. Investigated this issue primarily

in terms of social and political leadership, linking it with the problem of power,

giving as one of the aspects of power [MacGregor, Burns, 1994]. Hence, leader-

ship is the ability to influence or exercise of power in social communities [Aber-

crombie, Hill, Turner, 1988], the power of one or more persons to influence the

group and to adapt their policies [Bogdanor, 1993].

Leadership can be defined, however, more generally, applying them to busi-

ness organizations. According to Morris and Seem [Morris, Seeman, 1959], the

leadership is any activity that affects the attitude of the group. The authors do not

consider here the way and the source of that influence.

According to Burns [Janda, 1960] and we can talk about leadership when lead-

ers followers thanks to seek targets that represent the values and motivations of

common one and the other, the objectives of the group or organization. The whole

art of leadership is based on demonstrating and implementing the common goals,

the realize the potential inherent in other people and managing talents, knowledge

and capacities of a group toward predetermined results. The leadership as

a process involves using influence without resorting to coercive measures. Its pur-

pose can also define the culture of the group or organization [Yukl, 1989]. This

definition seems to prevail in the modern sense of economic leadership. Objec-

tives are derived not only from the leader, but are the result of its goals and objec-

tives of the group. The leader is responsible for developing and implementing a vi-

sion that will survive and grow the organization in a turbulent market [Lambert,

1999].

Charles Manz and Henry Sims, in his book “Superleadership” go even a step

further. They introduce the concept of superleader as “a person who leads others

to themselves engaged” [Manz, Sims, 2009]. Its impact is difficult to spot, but nec-

essary. The leader inspires, motivates, encourages [Wildavsky, 1994]. Often peo-

ple are led in today’s business organizations have much more knowledge, they are

professionals and experts. They have the potential to alter reality. They need only

a catalyst that will allow them to unleash their own potential. Such a catalyst has to

be just a modern leader.

3. IT culture

For a description of the phenomenon currently known as the organizational cul-

ture uses the term “organizational climate”. The concept of organizational culture

introduced to the scientific literature A.M. Pettigrew [1979]. Constructing it ex-
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plicitly refers to the wider culture and assumes that each organization creates its

own specific culture, that is, the space in which individuals communicate and

carry out tasks, while gaining a sense of identity. Organizational culture describes:

symbols, myths, rituals, values and norms. In the literature on leadership, we find

many references to the culture of the organization. These publications, however,

does not consent to it, with what the culture is.

Because culture reflects the wishes of a particular group to integrate, the con-

cept of organizational culture refers to the organization that has a stable structure,

a particular set of values and rituals of the most articulated in the process of com-

municating internally and externally. Of course, group cohesion is sometimes

variable. Volatility is here an indicator of the organizational culture of subordina-

tion to the national culture – despite the individuals’ identification with the organi-

zation and the emerging element of loyalty to the employer, the members resign

from membership of the organization under the influence of different factors that,

in consequence, the “enter” the culture of another organization. Therefore there is

no reference or references to patriotism, the concept of cultural heritage, nor the

continuity of tradition in relation to individuals.

According to the work E.H. Schein [Dries, 1992], organizational culture may

be strong or weak, internally consistent or varied. The consistency and strength of

the group and its culture depends on: the definition of group boundaries, how to

divide power and influence, develop appropriate relationships between group

members to establish a code of conduct, a system of social control, forms of re-

wards and punishments, and to construct a kind of mythology of the organization.

Many authors dealing with the issue of organizational culture believes that

one of the most important functions of leadership is the management culture.

Avery, relying on research conducted in companies Bonduelle, Gore, Rodenstock,

and Swatch, points out that leaders act as role models for other members of the or-

ganization and even when the leader is gone, his memory is perpetuated in the

form of stories and myths about him, and inputted by the change in the style of

communication and behavior remain even when the leader leaves the organiza-

tion. Subordinates may follow their leaders, deciding at the same time, what be-

haviors are acceptable and which is a symbol of status within that culture. In orga-

nizations with a strong culture, the new leaders do not create culture from the

beginning, however, must adapt to that which currently exists [Avery, 2009].

An important issue is what kind of behavior members of the group (organiza-

tion) consider it as “leadership”. Very much depends on what are their ideas, ex-

pectations and experiences of leadership. Perception, acceptance or negation of

leadership depends on the parent culture to organizational culture that is national

culture. It is therefore important to prepare for functioning in a multicultural envi-

ronment where the assumptions of particular organizational cultures overlap in
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the determinants of behavior, attitudes and values relating to national and ethnic

identification.

IT culture is closely linked to organizational culture. This transfer of organiza-

tional culture on the level of IT. IT culture so are the symbols, myths, rituals, val-

ues and standards relating to the operation of IT within the company. IT culture is

in any business. The improvement of IT Culture is in the interest of the company.

IT Culture is aware of IT, IT processes, understanding the impact of IT on indi-

vidual action and strategy of the company. IT culture is a “feeling of computer sci-

ence”. IT culture create users – not just IT department but all of them. IT culture

should “look after” the IT manager.

Conscious creation (improvement) of IT culture is the impact on stakeholders

such as employees, users / customers, partners, through:

– thought out program of training, program information,

– supporting communication channels and knowledge management tools

within the framework of Enterprise 2.0,

– philosophy of leadership.

Figure 4. Elements that create IT Culture

Source: Own elaboration.

Approaches to IT leadership needs to be improved. However, can not do so

until there is a change of mentality and training of employees, and Enterprise 2.0

does not become part of the new philosophy. These factors are equally important.

Their complementary development reinforces the IT culture and IT alignment.

Many companies set up programs for training in leadership. This does not

mean the creation of philosophy of leadership. It is important that every employee

was aware of changes in management style and decision-making process from the

“command and control” to “cooperation” [Woźniak, 2012]. It is important to real-

ize that in the company every opinion is important, every opinion influences the

decisions, every employee is a “leader”. This approach does not necessarily mean
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flattening the organizational structure. The role of management is to prevent lock

of decision, delaying decisions, resolve conflicts, etc. Changing the philosophy

means greater openness of workers, establishment of closer relationships, in-

creased creativity, better performance and thus improve the standing of the

company.

Conclusion

Companies without a properly tailored IT to its strategy are not able to function in

a competitive market. That adjustment is now seen as a strategic element of the

company. This leads to generate a large number of policies and procedures.

The insertion of appropriate IT governance procedures is not enough. Bot-

tom-up rules based on training, enterprise 2.0 and philosophy of leadership create

a culture of IT, which is a guarantee of understanding and application of informa-

tion governance.
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Chapter 11

Comparison of the technical efficiency of banks
with measures of the effectiveness of spending on
information technology – the use of Malmquist
index

Andrzej Sieradz, Bernard Kubiak

Introduction

Data Envelopment Analysis is a well-recognized method of performance analysis

and modeling of the organization and operational processes, in particular in situa-

tions where market prices are unknown or difficult to estimate. DEA is a

nonparametric and deterministic method, based on non-linear programming. In

the banking sector DEA method is often used to study the effectiveness of both

branches of the bank and the banks, as companies. A commonly used approach in

the studies is to treat the bank, as the classical producer, with capital and employ-

ees – as major inputs. Malmquist index is based on the concept of DEA efficiency

ratio, and its decomposition was proposed for the first time at work [Fare et al.,

1994].

DEA models used to determine the Malmquist index can be oriented for input

or output. Therefore, radial Malmquist index (MI) used in this chapter can be sim-

ilarly interpreted due to the orientation of the model1. When MI is a output-ori-

ented, determined current levels of inputs, in the case of orientation MI for inputs

determined levels of inputs have to be establish. Malmquist index can be decom-

posed into two elements, first related to changing technological frontier and sec-

ond related to efficiency of the objects (banks). Malmquist index enables the mea-

surement of technical progress associated with changes in the production process

or/and implementation of best practices in the industry, or/and changes related to

the introduction of new technologies. On the other hand, the increase in

“self-driven efficiency” of the object is associated with improved own capacity.

Some companies are able to use more efficiently existing technology, previously

introduced by other companies in the same industry. This growth is accompanied

by such factors as changes in productivity, improved learning or management

practices.

1 Similarly as in the method of DEA, Malmquist index may use radial or non-radial method for de-
termining the efficiency of production capacity relatively to production frontier of banks.



1. Objectives of research and hypotheses

A goal of comparative study of efficiency is to assess the overall productivity of

banks in the years 1998 to 20082. It should be noted that at the end of this period

process of consolidation of the banking sector in Poland faded out and it had not

yet felt the impact of the financial crisis beginning of 2009. For this reason,

eleven-year follow-up period was relatively stable, except for the years

2002–2003, when Poland experienced a moderate economic slowdown. The sec-

ond objective of the study is to propose a relatively simple model for the assess-

ment of banks in terms of their growth and productivity. The decision to use the

study Malmquist index has a double justification. Malmquist index enables the

analysis of a bank’s performance measures against the others in a comparable envi-

ronment and market conditions. On the other hand, a comparison to the previous

period is „forced” on the examined object to compare „to himself”. At the same

time for all banks the overall technological progress is used to compare banks as

group. It is not enough, to be the chosen to be the best in a given year; such a re-

quirement must be met in subsequent years.

The study adopted the following two main hypotheses:

H1: The total efficiency of banks has improved over the period considered.

H2: There is a relationship between measures of overall performance of the

bank and spending on IT (in the sense of Malmquist TFP)

Studies using Data Envelopment Analysis method first have to determine the

measure of efficiency tested objects against the whole group of objects. The study

group should meet a number of conditions, of which the condition of sample ho-

mogeneity is most important and critical. Banks tested in this study, are universal

banks, pursue the same business objectives and offer similar products and banking

services. Relative effectiveness measurement (DEA method) allows comparison

of the best bank of the group to effectiveness of reminding banks. DEA method is a

nonparametric and deterministic method, where the optimization problem is to

solve the non-linear equation for each tested object. There are many models DEA,

although in practice, only few of them are used3. The most popular are the CCR

and BCC models4 (often called classic). Popularity DEA method in studies of

banks come from its versatility in the analysis of complex production systems,

where there are many factors affecting production results. In such a situation it is

difficult to determine the direct effect of individual input factors on the results.
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A special case of the relative efficiency analysis for a single observed bank is to

compare and analyze the efficiency ratio observed for two consecutive periods,

usually annual. They usually based on the CCR model of DEA method. Changes

in the efficiency of the object (bank) (called in the literature, in this case also as –

productivity) between consecutive periods, we evaluate the use of so-called,

“Malmquist index”.

The idea of the productivity index is to measure the levels of productivity of

the unit at time t and t + 1. Level of productivity for period t is at the same time

considered mostly as a reference point. That means the measurement of produc-

tivity at time t + 1 takes place against the background of productivity at time t.

Popularity Malmquist productivity index is the most important because of the

close relationship with the DEA method, allowing for the use of the advantages of

this method5.

Malmquist index value represents the change in the productivity of the pro-

duction unit (the bank) in time.

If the index value is greater than 1, it is assumed that during the period of time

t +1 with respect to t there was a relative increase in productivity, while an index

value less than 1 indicates a decrease in productivity, and the value of 1 indicates

the persistence of the level unchanged.

The original version of the Malmquist index assumed that Decision making

Units (banks) to be tested, moving on the lines which represent their production

capacity, shown in figure 1. This assumption automatically excludes consider-

ation of the technical inefficiency of the tested objects. This definition reduces the

possibility of interpretation for calculated results, because it does not provide any

guidance on the causes of fluctuations in productivity. Therefore Malmquist

index has been modified and designed to isolate certain elements of productivity.

Malmquist index in modified form consists out of two components. The first

element is measured technical progress (technical change, frontier-shift), a rela-

tive shift in production possibilities frontier observed for the whole set, the second

factor is the ratio of technical efficiency (efficiency change, technical efficiency

change), i.e. linear distance from the boundary line of production capacities of de-

cision units. In this way, increase productivity index value is possible even if one

element is in decline, provided, however, that it is compensated by the increase of

the second element.
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Figure 1. Graphical illustration Malmquist index definition

Source: User’s Guide to DEA – Solver Pro, ver.7.0 p.35.

Malmquist Q factor for object shown in Figure 1 is defined as the product of

two factors: the rate of technological progress (Catch-up) and the coefficient of

technical efficiency change of the object (Frontier-shift).

Effect of changes in technical efficiency for a given object Q, assuming ori-

ented model inputs, can be calculated as follows:
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(Catch-up) > 1 indicates progress in relative efficiency from period 1 to 2,

(Catch-up) = 1 indicates status quo

(Catch-up) < 1 indicates regress in efficiency.

In addition to the catch-up term, we must take account of the frontier-shift ef-

fect in order to evaluate totally the efficiency change of the DMU, since the

catch-up is determined by the efficiencies as measured by the distances from the

respective frontiers.

The reference point C of ( , )x y0
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The denominator is measured as the distance from the period 2 production

possibility set to C ( , )x y0
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effect is described as

j1

0

2

0

2

= =

BF

BQ

BD

BQ

x yEfficiency-of with respect t( , ) o period 1 frontier

Efficiency-of with re( , )x y0

2

0

2 spect to period 2 frontier
(4)

Frontier-shift can be defined by their geometric mean as:

Frontier shift- = =j j j1 2 (5)

Malmquist index is obtained as the product of (Catch-up) and (Frontier-shift).

The total Malmquist index is defined as

Malmquist index (TFP)6 = (Catch-up) × (Frontier-shift). (7)

It is an index representing Total Factor Productivity (TFP) of the DMU, in

that it reflects progress or regress in efficiency of the DMU along with progress or

regress of the frontier technology.

Malmquist index > 1 indicates progress TFP of the DMU from period 1 to 2,

Malmquist index = 1 indicates the status quo

Malmquist index < 1 indicates the decoy of total factor of productivity.

The MI can by compute in number of way using different Malmquist models.

In this chapter results are presented based on non-radial Malmquist model input

oriented with constant return of scale assumption.
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2. Data sources and measurement model

The data for test the effectiveness of universal banks comes from several sources.

These are: Annual Report Monthly Bank „of the 50 largest banks in Poland” in

1998–2008, annual reports of banks listed on the Warsaw Stock Exchange and

published on the company’s IT expenditures on DiS7. In case of discrepancies

adopted Annual Report of the Bank as the most reliable source. In order to ensure

that the condition of homogeneity of the study group, the study included only uni-

versal banks, this has been on the market during the whole study period.

In the case of mergers or acquisitions, the rule has been adopted to combining

inputs and outputs in the year preceding the merger. The study used the

production profile of bank.

That means the following inputs has been used: operating expenses, number

of employees and deposits of non-financial sector.

Finally, the study used data from the 17 largest universal banks, which in dif-

ferent years were 80–85% of the Polish banking sector, in terms of asset size. The

study does not include banks that do not meet the criteria of homogeneity of the

sample, for example, omitted the Bank of National Economy (BGK), Mortgage

Banks, etc.

Malmquist index was calculated based on the CCR8 model of DEA-oriented

investments with fixed effects of scale. Such a choice is dictated by the adoption of

the assumption that if a comparison of the effectiveness of individual banks based

on two elements, a factor changes the size of the organization is already included.

It is compatible with the work [Grifell-Tatje, Lovell, 1995], which shows that the

variables create economies of scale factor Malmquist inadequate size.

The effectiveness of the bank was examined by adopting the following inputs

and outputs for the bank type “producer”:

Inputs: Employment (full-time employees), Operating cost of the bank

To test the effectiveness of the two profiles, the following results have been

chosen: Outputs; Deposits – Deposits from non-financial sector loans – receiv-

ables from customers, net income from banking operations9.

It worth to be noted that outputs of both models are the same to ensure compa-

rable targets for both research models.

In the tables showing the results of the study, the values below 1 are high-

lighted in grey. Table 1 shows the values of overall efficiency (technological prog-
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company uses the same method for the classification of expenditures on IT for many years. Similar
data can be found in IDC Central Europe.
8 CCR model name comes from the names of the authors of this model: Charnes, Cooper, Rhodes.
9 Net results of banks has been used due to the different levels of taxation for individual banks, de-
pendent on other factors and changing over time.



ress – catch-up) in the of Polish banks. In 1998–2003, the coefficient of technolog-

ical progress for the 26 banks is below 1, which means regression in effectiveness.

In 2003–2008, the number of banks with a ratio less than unity increased to 34

which means that in the first half of the reporting period was observed greater

technological progress. The worst situation occurred in 2005–2006 and

2006–2007. In these years, number of banks that experienced a decrease in effi-

ciency was the highest during the period, respectively 9, 10 banks.

Quite different results, changes in technical efficiency ratio (Frontier-shift)

can be seen in table 2, showing the value of this ratio. Technical efficiency of banks

was much worse in the first four years. As many as 50 banks for the technical effi-

ciency ratio during this period was less than 1.

In 1999–2000, all banks existed regression, with an average of 0,81 for the en-

tire study group. In the years 2003–2008 there was a significant improvement in

the situation, because the number of banks with a ratio below unity decreased to

17 in the years 2002–2003, 2004–2006 and 2007–2008 rate of technical effi-

ciency for all banks is above 1. The combination of analysis results of tables 1 and

2 makes it possible to interpret the results Malmquist index values shown in table

3 – Malmquist index is the product of two factors – the efficiency presented in

tables 1 and 2. Table 3 can be easily seen (check the color grey), the number of

banks characterized by Malmquist index value less than 1 is much higher in the

first 5 years of the period. Such cases is 40 in the second half of the number of

banks inefficient from the standpoint of Malmquist index is much smaller and is

only 20.

Table 1. Index Catch-up for efficiency of banks

Source: Own calculation.
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Table 2. Index Frontier-shift for efficiency of banks

Source: Own calculation.

Table 3. Malmquist index for bank efficiency

Source: Own calculation.

One can, therefore considered that the technical efficiency of banks in the sec-

ond half of the study period was significantly higher. It should also be noted that

the average Malmquist index value for all banks and the whole period is greater

than 1 (values in last column). Similarly, the average values of the index

Malmquist, except for the 1999–2000 period (the value of 0.93) for each year is

greater than 1.
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Table 4. Index Catch-up for IT efficiency

Source: Own calculation.

Table 5. Index Frontier-shift for IT efficiency

Source: Own calculation.
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Table 6. Malmquist index for IT efficiency

Source: Own calculation.

Table 7. Malmquist index (IT and banks) – comparison

Source: Own calculation.

Table 7 shows the comparison of values for Malmquist indexes for the bank’s

technical efficiency and effectiveness of spending on information technology. The

correlation coefficient Malmquist indices for the bank’s efficiency and effective-

ness of spending on IT during the period is 0.55, a value of means an average linear

relationship with both sets of test results. The analysis of data contained in the ta-

bles 6 i 7, you one can come to following conclusions:

1. Greatest difference in values for Malmquist index between the bank and IT ef-

ficiency occurs for a group of four banks (marked in grey in the table), the

same time for those banks Malmquist index showing the efficiency of spend-

ing on IT is the largest in the group. For the rest of the banks from the group

MI difference is less than 0.2.

2. The second largest variation of the Malmquist index between the bank and IT

efficiency occurs for a group of four banks (marked in grey in the table), the
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same time for those banks Malmquist index showing the efficiency of spend-

ing on IT is the largest in the group. For the rest of the banks from the group

IM difference is less than 0.2.

3. All banks reached a mean value of M above unity. Average for IM for IT in-

vestment is 1.25 and is definitely greater than the average IM for efficiency of

banks, which is 1.08.

4. Minimum value for both sets of averages is comparable and the values for IT

-1,095 and bank 1.0 appropriate.

5. In study period only two banks have value of Malmquist index above 1. They

are: Bank BPH and Bank PEKAO S.A. Poland. These banks have the highest

average values of MI throughout the study and are respectively 1.41 and 1.29.

6. Largest group of banks are (seven banks), for which the value Malmquist

index is greater than unity. A positive gain in efficiency was observed in 8 out

of 10.

7. Average value for “effective years” for the observed population is 7.5, which

means 75% efficiency in the period considered.

Conclusion

Proposed and described in this paper method of evaluating the efficiency of banks

is one of many possible based on DEA. For testing the efficiency of the banks we

deal with complex multi-dimensional evaluation of the company, which is the

contemporary market. The test result indicates a constant and systematic increase

in the efficiency of Polish banks and spending on information technology in the

period considered. Based on the results it can be concluded increasing level of

technical efficiency of banks in the period 1999–2008. The average value of

Malmquist index was above unity and for the entire period was 1.08. Similarly,

the average value of the Malmquist index – for the efficiency of spending on IT is

above unity – 1.25. Pay attention to the seven banks that improved their efficiency

of expenditure on IT in 8 of the 10 years studied. Measuring expenditure on IT us-

ing the Malmquist index indicates a growing level of investment in information

technology in the Polish banking sector. It should be recalled that during this pe-

riod the banking market in Poland was developing markets. Basic two currents

change during this time accompanied by the banking business. During the period

considered has been observed an intense process of consolidation of the sector and

the parallel process of modernizing banking technologies, including the largest

expenditures were observed in the area of information technology. Based on the

obtained results and the measured values of Malmquist index may accept as true
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the two theses mentioned at the beginning of the study. In a study conducted, oc-

curring high efficiency of banks in the area of IT spending is associated with a

comparable technical efficiency of banks. The overall efficiency of banks in the

second half of the period under review was significantly higher than that observed

in the first half.
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